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With the “golden day” being the first 24 hours after an urban disaster, after which the survival rate 
of victims decreases dramatically, there is a requirement for a low-cost first-response robotic 
platform. UCT robotics is developing a platform to fulfil this requirement, with the Scarab 
(Figure 0-1) — a low-cost, man-packable, throwable inspection-class robotic platform with 
interchangeable payloads. The system was designed to create a 1:1 human-to-robot ratio which 
improves the efficiency of rescue operations. Once the operator has reached the inspection void, 
the Scarab is thrown in where the sensor stimulus from the inspection environment is 
communicated, via wireless communications, from the payload back to the operator station. The 
interchangeable payload allows the sensor configuration to be tailored to the needs of the disaster, 
while reducing the cost of the platform. The design of the battery and battery management system, 
communications and interchangeable sensor payload for this platform are described in this report.  
 
Figure 0-1: The Scarab 
Battery Selection and BMS Design 
Background research suggested that a Lithium-Ion battery be used. This, however, should be 
coupled with a battery management system for safe operation. The BQ20z45-R1 IC was selected 
as a primary battery protection and gas gauge, which uses an ImpedanceTrack™ algorithm to 
correct for integration drift, providing an accurate estimation of the operational time remaining. A 
requirement of the system was the ability for in-field charging and hence a BQ24753A battery 
charger IC was selected. As the system is to be charged while being carried by the operator during 
operations, a secondary analog battery protection IC was selected as an additional safety measure. 
The three modules of the BMS are mounted to the battery with a flexible coupling to allow for the 





The communications for the system are split across two separate frequencies to reduce the 
bandwidth requirement on a single frequency. The data and commands are communicated using a 
pair of 433 MHz RF1101SE transceivers and video using a 1.3 GHz Range Video FPV video 
transmitter and receiver pair. An analog video switch is used to select between the sources on the 
platform.  
To ensure valid data communication, a communication protocol using a combination of timer-based 
events, packet stretching and a CRC checksum was used. The packet stretching was used to 
ensure that the packet contains unique header and terminator characters, while the CRC 
checksum is employed to detect data corruption. The state of the received data is then 
communicated back to the transmitter via a packet confirmation. Should the transmitter not 
receive the confirmation packet before a 30 ms timer expires, the communication is considered 
lost and is resent. The protocol enables all of the communication errors to be detected. 
Sensor Payload Design 
A pair of sensor payloads were developed to demonstrate the interchangeability of the payloads. 
The first payload was developed as a low-cost payload which limited the sensor configuration to a 
camera, microphone and environmental temperature sensor. The second extended payload has the 
addition of a thermal camera and additional processing power. A board edge connector is used to 
create an electro-mechanical connection upon insertion of the payload. 
The platform is symmetrical about the plane splitting the two halves of the shell; therefore, the 
platform can operate in the orientation in which it lands after a fall or being thrown. Therefore, the 
image signal and the motor commands are modified so as not to disorientate the operator. This is 
achieved using an accelerometer for the low-cost payload and an IMU in the case of the extended 
payload. The image produced by the camera and the motor commands received are modified 
according to the orientation of the platform.  
As this is the first prototype for the platform, gathering data for analysis is critical for future design. 
Therefore, system diagnostics were added to monitor the system temperatures, current and 
voltages throughout the operation.  
Concluding Remarks 
The primary battery protection system functioned as expected; there was a maximum error 
of -12.5 % in the estimation of the time remaining, the error being due to an underestimation that 
decreased throughout the discharge cycle of the battery. Without active cooling, which is 
impractical in a system such as this, the maximum charge rate is limited to 6 A which corresponds 
to a minimum charge time of 51 minutes which is equivalent to 18 % of the maximum operational 
time.  
The communication range exceeds the specification by 50 %, and the maximum communication 
frequency is 300 % of the maximum specification. However, the combination of the sensor payload 
data packet structure and the communication protocol leads to a data loss of 0.114 %. 
Recommendations to correct this data loss have been made. 
Due to the layout of the systems, the processing of the communication and BMS data is embedded 
on the microcontroller in the payload. This renders the platform inoperable once the payload is 




The cost of the system, when the low-cost payload is used, exceeds the specification; however, 
many of the recommended alterations to the system would lead to increased expenditure. 
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Chapter 1 : 
This chapter describes the intended field of use for the inspection-class robotic platform, the history 
of the UCT RARL (Robotics and Agents Research Laboratory) and USAR and the basis on which the 
project was conceived. Finally, the chapter will introduce the scope and limitations of the project. 
1.1: Urban Search and Rescue Robotics (USAR) 
“The attractiveness of robots for man-made disasters stems from their potential to extend the 
senses of the responders into the interior of the rubble or through hazardous material.” [1] This 
enables rescuers to search the rubble more efficiently. This is critical as the number of live victims 
rescued drops dramatically 24 hours after the initial disaster, a period known as the “golden 
day” [2]. This fact is well illustrated by Figure 1-1, which shows the number of alive and dead victims 
recovered over a period of days following the initial incident. 
Secondly; “many first responders state that they can rescue a victim, if the victim’s position is 
known. Often, search is beyond the human ability.” [3] This is solved by the ability of a robot to enter 
voids and search areas which would have otherwise been impossible to enter without excavation, 
thus improving the efficiency of victim location. 
 
Figure 1-1: Number of victims rescued by the Kobe Fire Department in Hanshin Awaji earthquake [4] 
The purpose of the introduction of a robotic system into an urban search and rescue is to improve 
the efficiency of the rescue operation, by performing tasks that are either too dangerous or 
impossible for human rescue workers. The robotic system reduces the potential of secondary 
fatalities to rescue teams while improving the efficiency of victim location, thus improving the 
survival rate of both victims and the rescue team alike. 
In order to achieve this, some of the following capabilities are required of an urban search and 
rescue (USAR) robot [3]; 
1) Gather overview information of the disaster 
2) Gather information about dangerous materials and environmental conditions 
3) Search for and diagnose survivors 
4) Investigate and quantify the damage 
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These actions are performed through the use of sensors and manipulators incorporated into the 
robotic system (be it an aerial or ground system). For the purpose of this project, the focus will be 
on an inspection-class Unmanned Ground Vehicle system (UGV).  
Some of the UGV inspection-class robotic systems used during the USAR operation carried out on 
the World Trade Centre can be seen in Figure 1-2. During the use of the robotic systems, it was 
found that the deployment time, complexity and size of the system limited their use. Operators 
carried the systems to small voids for inspection. The inspections took on average six minutes and 
44 seconds [5] to complete. Due to the complexity of the systems, a skilled operator is required, 
extending the deployment times of the systems.  
 
Figure 1-2: A number of the inspection-class robotic systems used during  the USAR operation  
at the World Trade Centres [5] 
A USAR robotic system similar to the platforms used at the World Trade Centres was developed 
over a number of years at the UCT Robotics and Agents Research Lab (RARL). The Ratel, seen in 
Figure 1-3, is a tracked robotic platform with a specialized sensor payload mounted on a six DOF 
arm. The system provided many valuable insights into the challenges of USAR. 
The fifth generation Ratel was taken to RoboCup Rescue in Mexico, which was a challenging but 
valuable experience for the students at the time. The specialization of the Ratel requires extensive 
setup time and a skilled operator that extends the response time of the system, and limits the 
usability of the system as a rapid response system. It was proposed that a smaller simpler 
first-response system would be more effective, a sentiment that was echoed by the rescue workers 
at the 2012 IEEE/RAS conference in Turkey. Thus, the need for a general-purpose first-response 






Figure 1-3: The Ratel 
1.2: General-purpose first-response, throwable, man-packable inspection-class 
robotic system 
A general first-response system should be small, reconfigurable and functional with an operator 
who has little or no training. The purpose of the first-response system is to search and identify 
survivors and determine the requirements of a dedicated robotic platform should one be required. 
Thus, the platform can be classed as an inspection-class robotic system. 
An inspection-class man-packable, throwable robotic system is both quick to deploy and compact in 
design. The robotic system is designed to communicate sensory stimulus to the operator providing 
an awareness of the environment, allowing the operator to make informed decisions about hazards 
and subsequent protection requirements, prior to entering the environment. One of the major 
defining aspects of any robotic system is the method of deployment. A requirement for this system 
is that a single operator should be able to carry it and throw it into the deployment environment. 
Therefore, the robotic system should be both man-packable and throwable.  
In order for a robotic system to be defined as man-packable “the entire robotic system, including 
the control unit, batteries, and tools, must fit into one or two back-packs” [1]. A 1:1 human-to-robot 
ratio is a requirement for this system and therefore a single operator should be able to transport 
the entire system. This will enable the robotic system to be carried into an environment and 
deployed from a position of relative safety. The mass of the system will also be a deciding factor in 




A throwable robot or “ThrowBot” is  defined by Recon Robotics as a “sub-kilogram class of robot 
that provides short range remote eyes and ears” [6]. However the mass of the robot is not limited 
to sub-kilogram as can be noted by the fact the  iRobot FirstLook, is throwable at a mass of 
2.45 kg [7]. The Recon Scout XT (Figure 1-4) is an example of a throwable, man-packable 
inspection-class robot which is designed for military applications. The purpose of this robot is to 
allow military personal to throw the robot into a zone and inspect the area for explosives and armed 
enemies.  
 
Figure 1-4: The Recon Scout XT an example of a throwable, man-packable inspection-class robot. [4] 
The final consideration for a first-response system is the cost. A low-cost system will allow a system 
to be based with every rescue team, reducing the response time. The currently available systems 
cannot be considered as low-cost — the Recon Scout is priced at US$ 7500. The cost of the 
system reduces the feasibility as a first-response system, as it is not affordable for every disaster 
management team to own one. Thus, the need for low-cost was proposed. 
1.3: The Scarab 
The Scarab is a two-wheeled tail-dragger designed to be a general-purpose first-response system 
with a target cost of US$ 300 for the platform. As seen in Figure 1-5, a single operator carries the 
Scarab to the point of deployment. An operator station and transportation harness, seen in Figure 
1-6, was developed and attached to a MOLLE vest, to carry the entire system. The system is 





Figure 1-5: The Scarab 
 
 
Figure 1-6: The Scarab in the transportation harness on the left and the operator station attached to the operator and 




The operation of the system is illustrated by Figure 1-7. The platform is carried to the point of 
deployment from whence it is thrown; the symmetrical design allowing for operation in the 
orientation in which the platform lands. A single operator can perform the entire operation with the 
system. To reduce the cost and allow the single platform design to be used in multiple disasters, the 
payload is interchangeable allowing the sensor configuration to be tailored to the needs of the 
disaster. The cost and 1:1 human-to-robot ratio is ideal for rescue applications.  
 
Figure 1-7: Illustration of the operation of the Scarab [Credit: Wai Fong] 
 The interchangeable sensor payloads, battery management and communication systems which 
are the subject of this report were developed for the Scarab robotic platform. 
1.4: Scope and limitations of the project 
The intention of the project is to design an interchangeable sensor payload, communication and 
power management system for low-cost, throwable USAR robotic system. Thomas Mathew and 
Wai Kit Fong have designed the remainder of the robotic system: the platform and motor control 
and the control station and controller in tandem. 
Features required in the system are outlined below; 
 Man-Packable: A single operator should be able to transport and deploy the platform.  
 Throwable: The robotic platform should be able to survive a 3 m vertical drop. 
 The system will be tetherless, therefore the communications will be wireless and the system 
will be battery powered.  
 Additionally, the system will be required to perform multiple drops before returning to the 
base of operations, and hence should be capable of field charging. 
 Two sensor payloads will be designed: one that will fill the minimum requirements of an 
inspection-class robotic system and the second will support a FLIR Quark thermal camera. 
 Finally, the transmitter for the video communication has been pre-selected: the Range Video 




The report begins by exploring the sensor composition of currently available systems and the 
sensory needs of a USAR inspection-class robotic platform. This knowledge was used to explore 
sensors relevant as determined by the requirement of an inspection-class robotic platform. The 
information gained from the research, along with the design brief, was then used to formulate a 
quantifiable set of specifications for the system. According to these specifications, the sensor 
configuration of the sensor payload was then determined and the supporting circuitry and software 
was developed for the sensors. A data communication protocol was developed to ensure that data 
corruption could be detected. This was followed by the selection and design of a battery and BMS, 




 Background Research  
Chapter 2 : 
As the basis for the project has been outlined, this chapter will summarize the background 
research carried out as a basis for many of the design decisions. This began with research into the 
similar systems that are currently commercially available. This was followed by research into 
wireless communications and battery chemistry selection and management systems. 
2.1: Sensor payloads of currently available systems 
In the course of this section the sensor payloads of currently available throwable inspection-class 
robotics systems will be investigated: namely, the iRobot Firstlook and the Recon Robotics 
Throwbots.  
The iRobot Firstlook, seen in Figure 2-1, is a tracked robotic platform designed to carry multiple 
sensor configurations. However, some of the sensors are mounted externally, thus limiting the 
mobility of the platform. For this reason only the internally mounted sensors will be considered. The 
Throwbot offers no sensory expansions but it is considerably lighter and less costly than the 
iRobot — at US$ 7500 compared to the US$ 20,000 for the iRobot. A specification comparison 
between the two systems can be seen in Table 2-1. 
Figure 2-1: iRobot Firstlook [7] (left) and the Recon Scout Throwbot XT [8](right) 
The Firstlook is considered as throwable, however, at 2.45 kg, the range of the throw will be limited. 
Both systems are designed for military applications and therefore both use IR camera systems so 
as not to alert combatants of the presence of the system. However, in a rescue situation this is not 
preferred. The optimal sensor configuration for the Scarab platform will be determined for a rescue 
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Table 2-1: Specification comparison between the iRobot Firstlook and the Recon Scout Throwbot XT 
  Firstlook Recon Scout Thowbot XT 
Camera 
4 x encased sensitive to IR and Near 
IR Light, pan, tilt and 8 x digital zoom 
Black and white camera  
Illumination Near IR Near IR 
Range line of sight 200 m 91 m 
Range non line of 
Sight 
n/a 30 m 
Run time  >6 hrs 60 min 
Mass 2.45 kg 0.54 kg 
Water resistance IP67 300 mm 
Audio Bidirectional Listening only 
Sensory  expansion 
Port facility for externally mounted 
sensors 
none 
While this makes it ideal for many military and rescue applications there are other commercial 
applications of an inspection-class robotic system. 
2.2: Commercial application of a throwable, man-packable inspection-class robotic 
system 
The possible commercial application of the system will be explored in future revisions of the robotic 
system. A brief summary of a number of the possible commercial applications of the system are 
summarized in Table 2-2. 
In order to perform the tasks summarized in Table 2-2, the sensory requirements vary from x-ray 
imaging for weld and crack inspection in tanks, bridges and pipes to thermal imaging and 
environmental sensors for human detection and leak detection. Due to the widely varied sensor 
requirements, a system with an interchangeable payload is ideal for fulfilling many of the 
requirements of the commercial applications. As USAR is one of the most challenging 
environments in terms both mobility and durability, a platform designed for USAR will be able to 
overcome many of the challenges in the commercial applications mentioned. 
USAR robotics has been described as challenging by Blitch because “the robot is, by definition, 
operating in a harsh, mobility-challenging environment. The presence of abrasive dust and water, 
the corrosive effects of wet cement, and the wide range of obstacles in the environment serve to 
accelerate the wear and tear on a robot” [1].  Therefore, it can be concluded that once the 
challenges of urban search and rescue have been met, the modification, which will allow the robotic 
system to meet the requirements of the remaining applications, will be minimal. The modifications 
would be in the form of changes in the sensor configuration of the sensor payload rather than the 
mechanical structure of the robot. These modifications could be achieved with plug-in modules or 




Table 2-2: Possible usage fields for a low-cost, man-packable, throwable robot [9] 
Field Task 
Nuclear waste inspection Waste tank inspection  
Civil engineering Bridge and pipe inspections 
Civil engineering & urban 
search and rescue 
Inspection/ Surveying damaged buildings that are 
unsafe to enter 
Urban search and rescue: 
victim recovery 
Searching collapsed rubble to find survivors 
Industrial maintenance Inspection/ Sweeping out of building air duct lines 
Shipping/ Maritime Inspection of hull interior 
Mining industry 
Remote visual inspection of unstable shafts/ newly 
opened areas and sealed mines 
Construction industry Remote visual inspection 
Law enforcement Remote surveillance  
As USAR was the most challenging environment the Scarab will be designed as a USAR robotic 
platform and future designs of sensor configurations will consider the sensory requirements of the 
remaining commercial applications. 
2.3: Sensors and urban search and rescue 
There are three classes of sensors: control, victim identification [10] and HAZMAT sensors [3]. 
Many of these sensors, however, lie at the union of the classes and, therefore, have multiple 
functions. A potential configuration of sensors for control would be the following: 
 Video cameras 
 Digital compass 
 Accelerometer 
 Inclinometer 
 Laser range finder or another method for determining distance/ size of an object 
 LED lights 
Similarly, the likely victim identification and HAZMAT sensor configurations would be as follows; 
 Video cameras 
 Infrared camera/ Heat  sensors, cost dependent 
 Gas detection sensors (oxygen, hydrogen sulphide, methane, carbon dioxide) 
 Microphone/ speakers for communication with victims 
 Radiation detection 
It is of extreme importance that the robot provides adequate situational awareness for the 
operator [11].  Therefore, one of the most important sensors for an inspection-class robot is the 
camera as it communicates visual information to the operator.  
 Video cameras 
2.3.1:
Video cameras are critical for both control and victim identification, as stated by Blackburn “video is 
the primary source of information for tele-operated navigation and surveillance”  [5]. When 
selecting a camera the following factors should be considered;  
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 Due to the nature of a disaster zone the dust coating all surfaces provides an even grey tone 
when viewing with a black and white camera [10]. Therefore colour images are essential in 
order to be effective.  
 The second constraint would be the Field Of View (FOV) of the camera as “it is only a fraction 
of the FOV normally available to a human” [5]. Therefore, most of, if not all of the information 
provided by the human peripheral vision is lost; as a result, in order to improve the 
operator’s awareness, the FOV should mimic that of a human eye [10], which is “by regular 
field of view 120-180 degrees” [12] . Alternatively, a system using multiple cameras could 
be considered. 
The FOV of the selected camera lens can be calculated using equation (2-1).  
 
Figure 2-2: Sketch representing the calculation of FOV [13] 






When analysing the operations of USAR robots at the 2001 World Trade Centre USAR operations, 
Robin Murphy stated the video feedback did “not provide adequate depth and size information to the 
operators” [5]. One potential solution to the problem of depth perception is the concept of stereo 
vision proposed by Burion [14] whereby two cameras are used and the difference between the two 
images is used to determine distances. This could be used as an effective method of range finding 
and provide adequate information for the operator to determine depths. However, the cost of a 
second camera should be considered as it will also increase the bandwidth requirement for the 
communication system. 
A final consideration for camera selection is the fact that many USAR operations are conducted in 
low light environments. Therefore, low light camera modules with an alternative illumination source 
should be considered. As the intended use of the platform is for rescue, stealth is not a 
requirement. Near IR will be not be considered, as LED illumination will alert survivors to the 
presence of the platform, increasing the chances of identifying survivors.  
Finally, as the system is required to operate in all orientations, a digital camera will allow the image 
to be mirrored about the horizontal or vertical plane, reducing the requirement for processing at 
the operator station. However, the point at which a mirroring is required, and about which plane, 
does need to be determined. While the mirror about the horizontal plane can easily be determined 
with the use of a simple mercury switch, the detection of a mirror about the vertical plane requires 
a more inclusive measurement system such as an IMU.  
 Inertial measurement unit 
2.3.2:
An Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) is used to determine the orientation of a system referenced to 




gyroscope and magnetometer. Individually the sensors cannot reliably estimate the orientation of 
the body, however, when the data outputs from the three devices are combined, it allows an 
accurate estimation of the orientation to be calculated. 
The attitude of a static object can be calculated from an accelerometer by determining the attitude 
of the accelerometer relative to gravity. However, as the body begins to accelerate, differentiating 
between the acceleration and acceleration due to gravity becomes impossible. Similarly, correcting 
for integration drift using the gyroscopic data is not possible without a point of reference for 
correction. The solution is, therefore, to use a fusion of the data from both devices to determine the 
attitude of the body. Three such methods are the Madgwick, Kalman and Mahony filters. The 
Mahony is an extension of the Madgwick filter. The advantage of the Madgwick filter is the low 
processing power requirement as the filter uses the quaternion representation against the Euler 
representation used by the Kalman filter. Therefore, an attitude is stored using four variables 
against the nine of the Euler matrix. However, as seen in Table 2-3, the Kalman filter provides a 
more accurate calculated attitude.  




Kalman Filter ( 
% error) 
Madgwick Filter 
( % error) 
Mahony Filter ( 
% error) 
0 
Roll 0.04 0.03 0.02 
Pitch 0.01 0.05 0.05 
Yaw 0.30 1.92 1.85 
18 
Roll 4.71 4.85 5.07 
Pitch 1.91 2.65 2.89 
Yaw 5.19 5.13 5.67 
45 
Roll 6.55 6.51 6.69 
Pitch 2.83 3.34 2.85 
Yaw 6.71 7.07 6.92 
 
2.4: Wireless communication 
The communication is critical to the success of the robotic system and particular care should be 
taken when considering the impact of the environment on wireless communications [1]. “Wireless 
communication in the interior of the rubble is unpredictable and generally non-existent.” [1] The 
factors to consider when selecting a wireless frequency are the signal penetration, bandwidth and 
power requirements. The final consideration when selecting the frequency is the frequency licence 
regulations, which should be adhered too. This, however, varies with location as seen in Figure 
2-3. 433 MHz is one of the most widely available of the licence-free frequencies; however, it lacks 
the bandwidth to transmit video signals. Therefore, a higher frequency will be required for the video 
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Figure 2-3: Illustration of the licence-free frequencies across the world [17] 
2.5: Data processing 
A microcontroller is required to process, integrate the data and direct the commands between the 
operator and the robot, with the wireless communication being the medium via which the 
communications occur. The microcontroller acts as an anchor for communications throughout the 
system, therefore the processing ability of the microcontroller can have dramatic effects to the 
latency of communication and overall the performance of the system.  
The first consideration is communication between the controller and the devices, which will likely be 
in the form of UART, SPI and I2C communication. The second consideration is the method of 
implementation of the microcontrollers to perform the data manipulation efficiently. There are two 
different methods to consider. The first is the use of a network of low-cost microcontrollers of which 
each processor controls a few sensors. Efficiency is achieved by clustering the sensors to 
microcontrollers to process the data and only transferring the minimum required data to a central 
microcontroller for wireless transmission. The second option is to perform all the control and data 
manipulation from a single controller. This would require a higher processing ability in order to 
achieve the same efficiency. 
 UART communication 
2.5.1:
A FLIR Quark thermal camera had been pre-selected for use in the extended sensor payload and, 
therefore, Universal Asynchronous Receiver Transmitter communication is required for 
communication with the thermal camera. As the communications are asynchronous, both the 
transmitter and the receiver are required to be communicating at the same baud rate. A start bit 
synchronizes the receiver clock with the transmitter clock as seen in Figure 2-4. After the start bit 
the eight data bits are transmitted which can be followed be a parity bit to enable error checking. A 





Figure 2-4: Asynchronous serial communication [18] 
 SPI communication 
2.5.2:
Serial Peripheral interface (SPI) is a bus communication system established by Motorola [19]. It 
provides a synchronous, full duplex data link with data transferred from the master controller to the 
slave device along the MOSI (master-output-slave-input) line (seen in Figure 2-5) and received on the 
MISO (master-input-slave-output) line.  
 
Figure 2-5: Block diagram of SPI communication protocol [20] 
As seen in Figure 2-5, there are four signal lines required: 
 The SS (slave select) line which indicates which device (slave) should be listening 
 The SCLK line, which provides the clock signal, generated by the master, indicating the 
timing for the reading and writing of each data bit. The clock polarity (CPOL) and the clock 
phase (CPHA) setting determine the edge of the clock pulse on which the data is 
transmitted and received. 
 Lastly, the two data lines — the MISO and MOSI lines. 
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Figure 2-6: Basic SPI communications 
The advantage of the SPI system is that it supports higher clock frequencies and therefore higher 
transfer rates than those of I2C and UART. This allows for an improved communication rate. 
However, the disadvantage of the SPI system is that is requires additional GPIO pins on the 
microcontroller in order to select the device.  
SPI protocol 
The SPI protocol is a method of communication over an SPI system whereby all communication 
contains an address byte. Table 2-4 shows the format of the address byte. Setting the R/W bit 
indicates that the master is requesting a read from the register identified by the bits A[5:0]. If the 
device supports burst communications, setting the burst bit indicates that the master is requesting 
multiple communication starting at the register identified by the bits A[5:0]. 
Table 2-4: SPI protocol address byte 
Bit 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
Data R/W Burst A5 A4 A3 A2 A1 A0 
 
 I2C communication 
2.5.3:
“The I2C bus was designed by Philips in the early 1980s to allow easy communication between 
components which reside on the same circuit board.” [21]  The communication system uses two 
bus lines, one clock line (SCL) generated by the master and bidirectional data line (SDA). As seen in 
Figure 2-7, both lines are pulled up to VCC and the bits are communicated by pulling the line low and 
releasing it, to produce a high.  
Start
pull chip select line low
Begin clock
On the first edge of the clock 
pulse, transmit data on the 
MOSI line and receive data on 












Figure 2-7: I2C communication bus 
I2C protocol 
The beginning of each data byte is indicated by a start condition whereby the SDA line is pulled low 
while the SCL line is high. The receiver indicates the receipt of the byte by pulling the SDA line low in 
the ninth clock pulse. The byte is terminated by a stop condition, releasing the SDA line while the 
SCL line is high as seen in Figure 2-8.  
 
Figure 2-8: I2C bus protocol [22] 
Each slave device on the bus has a unique address; therefore, the device is selected by beginning 
the communication with the address of the slave device, the zeroth bit of the address indicating the 
direction of the communications.  
2.6: Power management 
The power management can be broken down into three subsections: the power source, power 
monitoring and, lastly, power regulation. As described on page 6, the robotic system is tetherless, 
therefore power will be sourced from a battery. 
 Battery chemistry selection 
2.6.1:
As the battery is the sole source of power, it is of utmost importance. However, it will potentially be 
a major contributor to the overall mass of the entire system. As the system is to be man-packable 
and throwable, the cell chemistry of the battery should be carefully selected for both the 
power-to-weight ratio and for the stability of the battery chemistry. Additionally, cell chemistries can 
be categorized into two forms: primary and secondary – the latter being rechargeable. As multiple 
drops are required, to reduce the need for multiple cells to be carried by the operator, a 
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considering the following characteristics: energy density, charging and storage requirements, cost 
and (importantly) the stability of the chemistry. 
Figure 2-9 shows the energy density against the power-to-volume ratio of a number of common 
secondary cells. Based purely on the specification of energy density, the Lithium Polymer would be 
the optimal cell chemistry. However, as the robotic system will be charged while attached to 
operator, the stability of the battery should be considered in the cell chemistry selection. 
 
Figure 2-9: Relative energy density of common secondary cells [23] 
 
What can be concluded from Figure 2-9, is that the stability of lithium batteries should be 
investigated for the use in this application, on the basis of energy density. Many of the lithium 
polymer chemistries have been described as unstable [23]. However, the  Li-phosphate chemistry 
has been described as having an “Extremely safe/stable chemistry: no explosions and will not catch 
fire under collision, over charging or when short circuited” [24]. However, the Li-phosphate 
chemistry is not readily commercially available as of yet. However, “Lithium-Ion batteries were 
designed to overcome the safety problems associated with the highly reactive properties of Lithium 
metal” [23]. In order to ensure the safety of the cells, battery monitoring is required for all 
Lithium-Ion based battery packs. Additionally, Lithium-Ion cells have “no memory effect and excellent 
discharge performance” [23], meaning that the battery can be recharged before it is fully 
discharged, which is optimal for an in-field multiple-use charging system. In  Lithium-Ion batteries, 
each cell has a nominal voltage of 3.6 V compared to the standard of 1.2 V per cell for lead acid 
and Nickel Cadmium cells — therefore requiring fewer cells for higher battery voltages [25]. 
As the Lithium-Ion chemistry is the preferred choice of cell chemistry optimising for both energy 
density, stability, further research into Lithium-Ion battery management systems is required to 
ensure the health, and stability of the battery is maintained.  
 Lithium-Ion battery management systems 
2.6.2:
The functions of the battery management system (BMS) can be described as follows: to prevent 
damage to the cells and battery, in order to maintain and prolong the life of the battery ensuring 
that it is able to fulfil the requirements of the application [26]. This is achieved with multiple modules 
as seen in Figure 2-10. The BMS is comprised of a primary battery protection, cell balancing, a fuel 
































Figure 2-10: Diagram of a simplified battery management system 
Lithium-Ion battery protection 
There are a number of states, which if entered into, will lead to a reduction in the State-Of-Health 
(SOH) and therefore stability and capacity of the battery. While the battery manufacturer outlines 
the specific values, the values stated below are nominal for the Lithium-Ion chemistry: 
 Cell over voltage: Cell voltages of above 4.3V per Cell. Exceeding the maximum voltage of the 
cell can lead to catastrophic failure of the battery. 
 Cell Under voltage: Cell voltages below 2.9V per Cell.  
 Cell over discharge\ charge rate: Discharging and charging the battery at a rate higher 
than specified by the manufacturer will lead to higher rates of degradation of the battery 
capacity reducing the lifespan of the battery.  
 Cell over temperature: A combination of both the environmental temperature and the 
internally generated heat, as a product of the internal resistance, can lead to the battery 
being exposed to temperatures that negatively affect the batteries SOH. 
 Cell imbalance: Cell imbalance can only occur in multi-cell configurations. It is a result of the 
differences in internal resistances of the cells causing a difference in the potential across 
each cell. If left uncorrected, this will reduce the usable capacity of the battery as an 
individual cell may enter a cell under or over voltage state causing a loss of usable capacity 
in the remaining cells.   
 
Fuel gauging 
One of the primary sections of the BMS that allows the system to maintain the battery is the fuel 
gauge. This allows for estimations of the usable charge remaining to ensure the relevant buffers 
are in place so as to allow for soft shutdowns and memory maintenance. This is achieved by 
determining the State Of Charge (SOC) of the battery. The state of charge can be defined as the 
remaining charge relative to the maximum possible, as seen in equation (2-2), where Q is described 





 × 100 % 
(2-2) 
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There are a number of methods of determining the state of charge. The simplest method is that of 
voltage translation. However, while voltage measurements are used in the battery protection 
systems, there are a number of factors which result in voltage translation being an ineffective 
method of determining the SOC of the battery. The non-linearity of the discharge profile of Lithium-
Ion cells as seen in Figure 2-11 reduces the effectiveness of a voltage measurement when being 
used to determine the SOC. What can be seen in Figure 2-11 is the difference between the Open 
Circuit Voltage (OCV) and the Closed Circuit Voltage (CCV) that is a result of the internal resistance 
of the battery. This results in the discharge profile being dependent on the rate of discharge (Figure 
2-12) and the internal resistance of each cell; which varies between cells and increase as the SOH 
of the cell decreases [27]. This, in turn, affects the SOC calculation as the Quse <Qmax  and should be 
included, to accurately predict the remaining capacity. Therefore, it can be seen that while voltage 
measurements can be used to determine the points of both fully charged and discharged states, an 
alternate method is required for determining the SOC at any given point along the discharge profile. 
 
Figure 2-11: SOC definition for an arbitrary rate of discharge [28] 
 
Figure 2-12: Discharge curve of a Lithium-Ion battery at different discharge rates [29] 
The second possible method of determining the SOC is that of current integration or coulomb 
counting. The charge entering and leaving the battery is determined by integrating the measured 




at a given time. Current integration cannot be used alone to determine SOC though, as firstly it 
neglects the following losses: 
 Cell self-discharge: Charge “leakage” causes a small factor of the charge to be lost over a 
period of time without passing through the current measurement. 
 Cell efficiency: During the charge process not all current entering the battery is absorbed by 
the battery. 
Furthermore, current integration relies on an accurate current reading, which can be costly; and a 
known initial SOC. While some of the losses can be accounted for, over time, errors introduced by 
integration drift require a recalibration point. Therefore, a fusion of both voltage translation and 
current integration becomes the preferred method of determining SOC.  
While this could be implemented via the main system controller, the timing, data storage and data 
processing requirements for current integration make implementation impractical. However, there 
are dedicated ICs developed for this function. While many manufactures offer stackable solutions 
for batteries, Texas Instruments offer single IC fuel gauges for batteries.   
Texas Instruments offer a number of battery monitoring IC’s which calculate the SOC using 
coulomb counting, compensated using a one of three different method: End-Of-Discharge-Voltage 
(EDV), Compensated End-Of-Discharge-voltage (CEDV) or ImpedanceTrackTM. The three methods of 
fuel gauging are summarized in Table 2-5. The fact that the robotic platform should not deplete the 
capacity of the cells on every deployment, but will require the full charge for every deployment, 
means that ImpedanceTrackTM is the preferred method of determining SOC, as both CEDV and EDV 
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 Table 2-5: Summary of the methods of fuel gauging offered by Texas Instruments 




calibrated at fixed 
voltage references 
near the termination 
voltage of the 
discharge cycle  
Figure 2-13 
Simple to implement. 
Effective at low 
discharge rates 
Effective only at low 
discharge rates where 
the IR drop 
corresponds to a low 
voltage drop. 
Cells should be 
discharged full to allow 




Uses similar principle 
to EDV. However the 
calibrations point is 
adjusted according to 
the rate of discharge. 
Therefore 
compensating for the 
internal resistance 
Figure 2-14 
Simple to implement  
Cells should be 
discharged full to allow 
for the calibration. 
Internal resistance of 
the cell increases with 
the decline  of the SOH 
of the battery 
ImpedanceTrackTM 
Uses the correlation 
between OCV and the 
SOC. Therefore, during 
zero discharge 
charging periods the 
OCV can be measured 
allowing for a SOC to 
be determined and 
used as a calibration 
point for the current 
integration as seen in  
Figure 2-15 
Cells don’t need to 
be discharged fully to 
account for 
integration drift. 
The stored OCV 
values can be used 
to determine the 
internal resistance of 
the cells as they age, 





as the OCV and 
corresponding SOC 
are stored and 







Figure 2-13: Graphic description of EDV [28] 
 
 




Figure 2-15: Determining the total chemical capacity during discharge [28] 
 
 Lithium-Ion battery charging 
2.6.3:
Lithium-Ion battery charging requires a two-stage charge process. The charge profile consists of a 
constant current phase followed by a constant voltage phase leading up to the charge termination 
[30]. This can be seen in Figure 2-16. As the battery charging is not perfectly efficient due the 
internal resistance of the cell, the rate of charge does not directly relate to the charge time. Due to 
the internal resistance of the cells, higher charge rates will be less efficient, and the relative time 
spent during the saturation charge will increase [30]. The loss of efficiency will result in an increase 
in the battery temperature and therefore the battery temperature should be monitored during 
charging to ensure the temperature of the battery does not reach a catastrophic level. 
As with the fuel gauging, there are a number of ICs that are designed for the specific function of 
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Figure 2-16: The graph indicating the charging profile of a Lithium-Ion cell [30] 
 Voltage regulation methods 
2.6.4:
The system will require the power to be supplied at a number of voltage levels. This is a result of the 
fact the motor will require 12 V and any microcontroller selected will require 5 V or lower. 
Therefore, voltage regulation will be required. There are two main forms of step-down voltage 
regulation: a Switch Mode Power Supply (SMPS) or a Linear Drop Out regulator (LDO). 
In the majority of cases, a SWPS is more efficient than a LDO and is, therefore, used where a large 
voltage drop is required. The drawback of such a system is the output noise and the dropout 
voltage. The dropout voltage is defined as the minimum potential difference between the input and 
output of the regulator. The disadvantage of the LDO is the fact that the efficiency is linearly 
dependent on the voltage drop required. As a result, of this the use of a LDO should be limited to 
smaller voltage drops for higher current draws. The advantage of an LDO is a reduced output noise 
in comparison to the SMPS and dropout voltages of as low as 150 mV. Should a large voltage drop 
and a low noise power supply be required, the optimal solution is that of two-stage regulation 
system. A SMPS is used to provide an efficient regulation of a large voltage drop and the LDO is 
used for the final regulation, to provide a low noise output. 
2.7: Printed circuit board layout considerations 
The layout of any PCB can have a considerable effect on the operation of the system. As a result, of 
this a number of PCB layout methods were researched in order to improve the performance of the 
system. 
Track widths 
The width of the trace affects the operational temperature of the system. This is a result of the 
internal resistance of the system; recommended trace width for a 10  ̊C rise in temperature for a 
given current can be seen in Table 2-6. This table should be used as a guideline on which PCB track 






Table 2-6: PCB current ratings and track widths [31] 












One of the common methods of determining the current flow along a path is to determine the 
potential across a shunt resistor, which is the method used by the BMS. The accuracy of the 
potential reading across the sense resistor has a direct relationship to the SOC estimation. In order 
to reduce the loss of potential and power dissipation, a low value resistor is used in the range of 1 
to 10 m Ω. This, however, presents a problem: the potential difference being measured is nominally 
in the range of 0 to 200 mV, which is small compared to the battery voltage, and therefore the 
parasitic circuit resistance can have an effect on the measurement. 
“A Kelvin connection is a means of making electrical potential contact with a current carrying 
component in such a way that eliminates or greatly reduces the effects of contact resistance.” [32] 
A Kelvin connection is achieved by laying a trace from the neutral point of the SMD footprint as 
seen in Figure 2-17, this reduces the connection resistance and noise induced in the sensing  lines 
as a result of the current flow along the high current path. As the measurement device will typically 
draw a current in the magnitude of μA, the potential drop across the sensing traces will add no 
significant error to the measurement. [32]  
 
Figure 2-17: Kelvin contact for a SMD component [33] 
2.8: Concluding remarks 
While there are at least two potential solutions which are currently commercially available – Recon 
Scout and the iRobot Firstlook – both systems are too costly to be considered as low-cost and 
hence expendable. The Firstlook is capable of supporting multiple sensor payloads, but they are 
externally mounted and thus reduce the mobility of the platform. There is a need for a low-cost 
throwable urban search and rescue robotic platform. Due to the variable nature of an urban 
disaster environment, selecting a sensor payload that has sensing capabilities for every disaster is 
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impractical, therefore the ability to change the sensor payload is critical, as this will allow first 
responders to select the sensor configuration most suitable to the specific disaster environment. 
Sensor payloads 
With the three possible classes of sensors being control, victim identification and HAZMAT, the first 
prototype will focus on the control and victim identification sensors. Two sensor payloads will be 
developed to illustrate the ability of the system to support multiple sensor payloads. One of which 
will include a FLIR Quark thermal camera and the focus of the other will be to provide an awareness 
of the environment at the lowest possible cost. 
Communication 
It is a requirement that the system is tetherless and therefore the communication will be wireless. 
In order to reduce the bandwidth requirement, the communication should be on separate, license-
free frequencies. For this system, the optimal frequencies are 433 MHz for the data and 1.3 GHz 
for the video and audio communications. 
Battery management 
As the system is tetherless, the power source will be a battery. The optimal battery chemistry for 
the application would be Lithium-Ion. In order for the power to be reliably supplied, the system will 
require a BMS to prevent battery failure. The BMS will also provide an estimation of the remaining 
time through “coulomb counting” and the optimal method of combating integration drift is that of 
ImpedanceTrack™. A dedicated IC will execute the estimation and primary battery protection. The 
system will be designed for in-field charging, which will be controlled by a dedicated IC. As the 
system will be charged while attached to an operator, a secondary battery protection system 





 Design Requirements 
Chapter 3 : 
In this chapter, the design brief is expanded into a quantifiable set of requirements shown in 
Table 3-1. This is followed by a justification of the selected requirements, which will be used to 
develop a list of specifications for each subsystem. The design brief was as follows: “The design of 
communication, power management and interchangeable sensor payload subsystems for a low-
cost throwable urban search and rescue robotics platform.” 
Table 3-1: Table of system requirements 
Explanation Location System requirement Desired Value 
3.1: Physical requirement 
3.1.1: System mass 600 g 
3.1.2: Dimensions 145 x 122 x 80 mm 
3.1.3: Cost US$ 150 1 
3.2: Functional requirement 
3.2.1: Colour camera Yes 
3.2.2: Microphone Yes 
3.2.3: Temperature sensor Yes 
3.2.4: Swappable sensor payload Yes 
3.2.5: Multi orientation operation Yes 
3.2.6: Output supply voltage 12 V, 3.3 V 
3.2.7: Output supply power 
6 W (12 V), 0.33 W 
(3.3 V) 
3.2.8: Wireless communication Yes 
3.2.9: Video transmitter Range Video FPV 
3.2.10: System diagnostics Yes 
3.3: Extended payload functional requirement 
3.3.1: Thermal camera  FLIR Quark 
3.4: Performance requirement 
3.4.1: Operational range(Indoor) 30 m 
3.4.2: Operational time 20 min 
3.4.3: Standby time 5 hrs 
1 The cost specification applies to the low-cost sensor payload only 
 
3.1: Physical requirement 
 System mass 
3.1.1:
In order to meet the platform specification of 1400 g, assuming that the battery will be one of the 
major contributors to the overall system mass, the entire system should be no more than half the 
mass of the entire platform. 
 Dimensions 
3.1.2:
As the system is intended to be integrated into the Scarab platform, it will have to be designed to fit 
into the allocated area shown in Figure 3-1. 
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Figure 3-1: Drawing showing the dimensional boundaries of the system 
 Cost 
3.1.3:It was assumed that the two major costs of the platform are expected to be the battery and the 
motors. In order to achieve the target of US$ 300, the system should cost no more than US$ 150. 
3.2: Functional requirement 
 Colour camera 3.2.1:
As explained on page 10, an urban disaster environment is generally covered with a layer of dust. 
This causes the entire environment to become an even tone of grey on a greyscale image, making a 
colour camera essential to allow details to be identified [10]. 
 Microphone 
3.2.2:
A microphone will allow rescuers to listen for the voice of a survivor, allowing for a survivor to be 
identified when outside the FOV. 
 Temperature sensor 
3.2.3:
An environmental temperature sensor will allow the operator to make informed decisions on the 
potential of identifying a survivor in the environment, based on the temperature related habitability 
of the area into which the robot travels. 
 Interchangeable sensor payload 
3.2.4:
Allowing for the sensor payload to be changed in the field will allow for multiple sensor payloads to 






 Multi orientation operation 
3.2.5:
As the platform design is that of a two wheel tail-dragger without any method self-righting. The 
platform should be able to operate in all orientations. 
 Output supply voltages 
3.2.6:
The motors require a 12 V input and the motor driver requires 3.3 V supply voltage 
 Output supply power 
3.2.7:
A pair of 3 W motors has been selected and 100 mA is required for the motor driver circuitry 
 Wireless communication 
3.2.8:
The system is required to be tetherless and therefore, wireless communication is a requirement. 
 Video transmitter 
3.2.9:
The Range Video FPV 1.3 GHz video transmitter and receiver pair have been provided. 
 System diagnostics 
3.2.10:
As the system is a first prototype system, diagnostics are crucial to provide insight to the internal 
operation of the system during testing. The system diagnostics should provide the relevant 
information to improve the efficiency of future designs. 
3.3: Extended payload functional requirements 
 Thermal camera 3.3.1:
A requirement of the project is that the second sensor payload can support a thermal camera. 
3.4: Performance requirements 
 Indoor range   
3.4.1:
30 m is the indoor range of the Recon Scout Throwbot [8], the aim is therefore to meet or improve 
on this range. 
 Operational time  
3.4.2:
The operational time is the time for which the system can be fully functional with the motors 
running at an average of 75 % power. As was described in the background research the average 
time of an operation during the operations at the World Trade Centres was 6 minutes and 
44 seconds [5]. Therefore an operation time of 20 minutes greater than 3 times the average will 
be sufficient, when coupled with the ability for field charging. 
 Standby time  
3.4.3:
As described in [5] the average time for extraction of a victim once identified is 4.5 hours. During 
this period the robotic system is the interface between the victim and the rescue operation and 
therefore the communications should remain functional. During this period the system is assumed 
to be stationary and therefore no power will be drawn by the motors. 
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 Design Overview 
Chapter 4 : 
The system is designed to be integrated into the Scarab robotic platform as seen in Figure 4-1, the 
shell to provide the structural support for the system. The system comprised three subsystems: 
the BMS and battery, communications and, finally, the sensor payload as seen in Figure 4-2. 
 








Figure 4-2: Subsystem breakdown 
The first iteration of the system included the design of two interchangeable sensor payloads. The 
aim of the interchangeable sensor payload is such that the payloads will be field swappable and 
hence will share a similar mechanical structure. As the payload is removable, the subsections to be 
fixed to the shell will be the BMS and communications subsystems. For the purpose of this 
prototype, the payload support was not included as part of the shell and thus a sensor payload 
cradle was designed to provide internal support to the payload. The use of a PCB board edge 
connector for the power and signals between sensor payloads and the remaining systems allows 
an electrical connection to be made simultaneously with the insertion of the payload. A simplified 
version of the connection diagram, shown in Figure 4-3, shows this connection along with the 
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Figure 4-3: Basic overview of the subsystem connections 
 
4.1: Sensor payload 
The function of the sensor payload in an inspection-class urban search and rescue robotic platform 
is to provide the operator with an awareness of the environment in which the robot is located. For 
this project, two sensor payloads have been designed: a low-cost and an extended version. The 
primary objective of the low-cost sensor payload is to provide an awareness of the environment and 
to enable inspection at a minimal cost. The extended sensor payload includes a thermal camera 
and demonstrates the interchangeability of the payloads. Both where achieved with the following 
sensors shown in Table 4-1. The location of the sensors is shown in Figure 4-4.  
Table 4-1: Sensor payload sensor compositions 
Feature Low-cost Payload Extended Payload 
Video Camera • • 
Micro Phone • • 
LED Lighting • • 
Temperature Sensor • • 
Thermal Camera   • 
STM32F0 μC •   
STM32F4  μC   • 
Accelerometer • • 







Figure 4-4: Configuration of the front panel of the sensor payload 
The location of the camera is of significance, as the platform is symmetrical, with the ability to 
operate in all orientations. The fact that the camera is located in the centre of the face allows for a 
simple manipulation of the camera feed to allow the image to be rotated or flipped when necessary. 
These same rotations are applied to the received motor commands to simplify the operation of the 
platform.  
While the focus of the sensor payload is one of collection and processing of sensory data, there are 
two additional functions performed by the sensor payload. The software for monitoring the BMS 
and communication systems is embedded in the payload microcontroller, responsible for the 
processing of the sensor data. The final function of the sensor payload is voltage regulation for the 
3.3 V line. This allows the aluminium front panel to be used as a heat sink. 
4.2: Communication 
The platform is designed to be tetherless so the communications are transferred via Radio 
Frequency (RF). In order to improve the efficiency of the communication system, the communication 
subsystems have been separated onto two different frequencies. This leads to a reduction in the 
bandwidth requirement per frequency. Therefore the analog data, the video and  the audio are 
communicated using a Range Video FPV 1.3GHz transmitter and receiver pair. The commands to 
the platform and the data from the sensor payload are transmitted using a pair of CC110L 
433MHz transceivers. Packet handling software was developed in order to detect data corruption 
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4.3: BMS 
With the selection of a Lithium-Ion battery and the requirement for in-field charging, a battery 
management system was required. The BMS incorporates battery charging, fuel gauging and 
battery protection. This is all placed on single PCB which was attached to the battery using a flexible 
mounting to allow for battery expansion during usage. 
4.4: Mechanical overview 
Besides the mechanical challenge of the interchangeable sensor payloads, the mechanical design is 
focused on the positioning of the sensors and the heat sinking of the voltage regulation module. One 
of the key features of the system is the field-swappable sensor payload. Significant to this feature is 
the PCB board edge connector. It allows the electrical connection to be made without the potential 





 Figure 4-5: Dimensions of the system 
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 Sensor Payload Design 
Chapter 5 : 
This chapter introduces the sensor selection, PCB design and mechanical layout of the two sensor 
payloads. As noted in the design specification, two sensor payloads were required. The first was a 
low-cost design with the minimum sensor requirement; the second was an extended version of the 
minimum sensor payload. The extended capabilities will include a thermal camera and increased 
processing power. As noted in the background research, the minimum sensor requirements are 
visual, temperature and audio sensors; hence a combination of these sensors is used.  
 
 
Figure 5-1: Sensor payload location in the system 
The purpose of the extended sensor payload is to demonstrate the interchangeability of the 
payloads. As the low-cost and the extended sensor payloads share dimensional constraints and a 
number of sensors, for the ease of manufacturing, the power management system of the low-cost 
sensor payload was designed to fill requirements of the extended sensor payload. A result is that 
the electrical hardware design for the extended payload is limited to the PCB that houses the 
microcontroller and the interface for the thermal camera.  
For these reasons, the extended payload will contain all the basic features of the low-cost sensor 
payload with the addition of features to demonstrate the flexibility of the payload. The addition of a 
thermal camera improves the ability of the operator to detect a survivor in a rescue situation. The 





5.1: Sensor payload specifications 
The purpose of the sensor payload specifications is to expand and further quantify the 
requirements laid out in Table 3-1. The expansion of the requirements (Table 5-1) is followed by an 
explanation of the specification.  
Table 5-1: Sensor payload specifications 
Explanation Location Subsystem Specification Desired Value 
5.1.1: Physical specifications 
5.1.1.1: Subsystem mass 200 g 
5.1.1.2: Dimensions 72 x 65 x 41 mm 
5.1.1.3: Cost  US$ 50  
5.1.2: Functional specifications 
5.1.2.1: Camera output PAL 
5.1.2.1: Microphone audio output Analog 
5.1.2.2: Multi orientation operation Yes 
5.1.2.3: Output supply voltage 10 V, 3.3 V 
5.1.2.3: Output supply power 2.6 W (10 V), 0.33 W (3.3 V) 
5.1.2.4: Illumination type LED 
5.1.2.5: System diagnostics 
Temperature, Current, 
Voltage 
5.1.3: Extended payload specifications 
5.1.3.1: Thermal camera Yes 
 
 Physical specifications 
5.1.1:
5.1.1.1: Subsystem mass 
To achieve the total system mass of the 600 g, with battery estimated at 250 g, the sensor 
payloads and cradle should be 200 g. 
5.1.1.2: Dimensions 
As the subsystem is required to be interchangeable, the sensor payloads will a have to be removed 
through the void surrounding the front panel. Hence, the front panel and the area directly behind 
define the dimensional constraints of the subsystem. 
5.1.1.3: Cost 
If the system is to cost US$ 150 with a preselected component, the video transmitter costing US$ 
32.63 and the battery being estimated at US$ 45; the target cost of the sensor payload should be 
US$ 50, to achieve the system cost. 
 Function specifications 
5.1.2:
5.1.2.1: Camera output and microphone output 
The video transmitter transmits both an analog video and audio signal. PAL video and analog audio 
signals are required for wireless transfer. 
5.1.2.2: Multi orientation operation 
The platform is symmetrical and, because of this, does not require a re-orientation mechanism. 
Therefore the motor commands and images produced should be transformed, so not to 
disorientate the operator. 
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5.1.2.3: Output voltage supply 
As the voltage regulation module is located in the sensor payload, the regulated power for the 
motor controller and communication system is supplied from the sensor payload.  
5.1.2.4:  Illumination 
Illumination is required for low light operations and as the system is a rescue platform and 
therefore stealth is not a concern (as in military applications). LEDs will provide the illumination. 
5.1.2.5: System diagnostics 
As the subsystem is the first working prototype and the system should operate as a sealed 
platform, incorporated system diagnostics will provide valuable insight into the operation of the 
system. This information can be used to guide improvements in future work. The two main areas of 
concern in the system are the temperature inside the sealed system and the power draw as it is a 
battery-operated system. Therefore, temperature sensors should be located at all major heat 
sources with an additional sensor to monitor the ambient temperature inside the shell. The power 
supplied by the regulators should be monitored.  
 Extended payload specifications 
5.1.3:
The extended sensor payload will meet the specification of the low-cost sensor payload with the 
addition of increased processing power and the following specification: 
5.1.3.1: Thermal camera 
The extended sensor payload will include a thermal camera to improve the operator’s ability to 
identify victims.  
5.2: Component selection 
As the cost of the sensor payload is a major consideration, the sensor configuration is required to 
be minimalistic. Following the recommendation of the background research, the selected sensor 
configuration consists of a camera, environmental temperature sensor and a microphone. 
The most important sensor (as outlined in the background research) is the camera. The 
requirement for multi orientation capabilities suggests the selection of a camera which has the 
functionality to both mirror and flip an image. This is due to the complexity of the process of 
mirroring a PAL image signal.  
 Camera selection 
5.2.1:
The camera is used for both control and victim identification. Therefore selecting a camera that will 
optimise the potential to fill both roles is critical. The camera should be both low-cost and 
lightweight. In Table 5-2 a summary of the specifications of two of the possible camera modules can 
be seen. 
Toshiba camera has a higher resolution, but also a higher cost. The OV7670 has a higher frame, 








Table 5-2: Specifications of two of the possible camera modules 




YUV 422, RGB565/555, 
GRB 422 
YUV 422, RGB565 
8 bit parallel 
Image Communications 8 bit parallel 8 bit parallel 
Frame Rate 30 fps 15 fps 
Resolution VGA 1.3 MP 
Power Supply 3.0 V, 1.8 V 2.8 V, 1.6 V 
Dimensions 6 x6 x 5 mm 10 x 10 x 7 mm 
Cost US$ 3.22 [34] US$ 9.95 [35] 
 
 Temperature sensor selection 
5.2.2:
The environmental temperature can provide information on the survivability of an environment. 
However, obtaining an accurate temperature measurement without exposing the electronic 
circuitry to the environment, limits the choice of sensor. One of the methods of attaining a 
temperature measurement while maintaining an environmental seal, is through the use of an IR 
temperature sensor, as the sensor is sealed behind an IR transparent film. One such temperature 
sensor is the TMP006 from TI. The size and cost of the component coupled with the low supporting 
component count makes it ideal for the application.  
The TMP006 returns the difference between the IR emitted and absorbed as a voltage. The sensor 
voltage along with the temperature of the TMP006 die is communicated via I2C. These two 
measurements make it possible to calculate the temperature of the object emitting the IR. 
 Processor selection 5.2.3:
The microcontroller is the centre of the performance and efficiency of the system. It is responsible 
for the tasks of implementing the communication and distributing the commands to the relevant 
modules, while receiving and processing the data from the sensors for transmission to the 
operator. To enable communications with the BMS, motor driver and CC110L communication IC, 
the selected processor should have at least one I2C and SPI peripheral.  
Low-cost microcontroller 
Initially an MSP430G2995 was considered, however, in order to implement the system diagnostics, 
a second micro would be required due to the package limitations of the processor. The second 
option was the STM32F030R8 microcontroller, which has many advantages over the MSP430 —
including a reduced cost, increase package size, allowing a single processor to be used, and 
increased processing power. Additionally, UCT has now adopted the STM32F0xx range of 
microcontrollers as the educational processor, therefore securing knowledge of the processor for 
further development. Therefore, the STM32F030R8 was selected as it met the requirements of 
the system and is sustainable. 
Extended sensor payload microcontroller 
While the full extent of the processing capability of the STM32F030 was not been exhausted by the 
low-cost sensor payload, greater processing power will allow for future work to include more 
computationally expensive processes such as image processing. The STM32F4 family offers a DSP 
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with hardware FPU, clocked at 168 MHz. As the STMF4 and F0 are both based on ARM 
architecture, the F4 is a theoretical extension of the F0 allowing for a level of compatibility between 
the processors. As the microcontroller will be implementing data fusion for an IMU, the hardware 
FPU will allow an estimate orientation to be calculated accurately and efficiently. 
 Inertia measurement sensor selection 
5.2.4:
A result of the symmetrical design of the platform is that the payload should have a multi-orientation 
design. In order to estimate the orientation of the platform, an accelerometer was used in the case 
of the low-cost sensor payload and an 9 DOF measurement IC was used on the extended sensor 
payload.  
In the case of the low-cost sensor payload, the readings from the accelerometer will only be useful 
when the platform is either stationary or experiencing low accelerations. Therefore, a tri-axis 
accelerometer with a high full-scale acceleration reading was not required. A cost effective I2C 
based accelerometer is the MMA8653, with a selectable full-scale range of up to ± 78 m.s-2, for 
the purpose of this application a range of ± 18 m.s-2 was selected. 
At the time at when the components were selected, there were only two ICs incorporating 9 DOF 
sensing; these were the Invesense MPU9150 and the STMicroelectronics LSM9DS0. While both 
devices are similar in cost and communicate via I2C, the LSM9DSO offers the option to 
communicate via either SPI or I2C. Communication via SPI allows for higher communication and 
sampling rates. The LSM9DSO was selected for this reason.  
 Remaining primary component selections 
5.2.5:
The remainder of the primary components for the sensor payload and the deciding feature can be 
seen in Table 5-3. 
Table 5-3: Summary of the remaining primary component selection 
Component Selected Device Feature 
Microphone CMA-4544PF Cost, analog output 
LED Cree XPG 250 Lumen 
LED Driver LM3401 Cost and Output Current 
Buzzer PKB9-2A0 Large Voltage Range ( [3:20]  V),  
 
Extended sensor payload 
Other than the two component changes already discussed, the microcontroller and the 
accelerometer, the remaining addition to the system was the thermal camera. As the system is 
thrown into the disaster environment, it is important to minimise the mass of any component 
added. Additionally the shock load rating of the device is important. For this reason, the FLIR Quark 
336 was selected with a shock rating of 250 g (2450 m.s-2) and a mass of 23 grams. 
5.3: Electro-mechanical design 
Both the platform and the shell were designed in parallel; therefore a volumetric estimation of the 
system was performed for the platform designer, Thomas Mathew. Based on these constraints, 





In order to ensure that the sensor payloads are field-swappable, the entire payload is removable via 
the void in the shell created by the front panel. Therefore the green area assigned in Figure 5-2, is 
reserved for the sensor payload. The blue battery bay was designed in conjunction with Thomas 
Mathew to support the battery with the areas above and below the battery assigned to the motor 
driver and video transmitter. The remaining red areas in Figure 5-2 are for the components that 
are not interchangeable: the communications and sensor payload interface.  
 
 
Figure 5-2: Diagram showing the areas, inside the shell, allocated to the system 
 Sensor payload outline 
5.3.1:
The template for the front panel of the sensor payload was designed with the shell by Thomas 
Mathew to ensure the system face would seal. The template seen in Figure 5-3 was modified to 
support the environmental sensor.  
 
Figure 5-3: Template of the front panel designed by Thomas Mathew 
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The voltage regulation system designed required a heat sink. As the front panel of the shell had 
been machined out of aluminium, it provided a large surface area for heat sinking components, 
therefore an additional piece of aluminium was machined to provide mounting points for the 
electrical components that required heat sinking. Figure 5-4 shows an exploded view of the 
mechanical structure. The power distribution PCB forms the base of the PCB stack, which will be 
explained later in further detail. This is mounted to the heat sink and the 3D printed frame. A 
heat-conducting pad is located between the heat sink and the PCB, electrically isolating the PCB.  
The purpose of the 3D printed frame is to further support the PCBs, and provide cable 
management. Additionally, the power distribution PCB supports the PCB edge connector, which is 
the interface between the sensor payload and the remainder of the system. The edge connector 
allows for both a mechanical and an electrical connection to be created upon insertion of the 
sensor payload into the cradle. 
  Figure 5-4: Mechanical structure of the sensor payload 
 Sensor payload cradle design 
5.3.2:
The sensor payload cradle was designed to ease integration of the systems due to the parallel 
nature of the design process. For future iterations of the platform, the cradle will be integrated into 
the shell. For this iteration, the cradle was designed and 3D printed to provide a guide for the 
sensor payload to mate with the board edge connector. The guide rail seen in Figure 5-5 guides the 
heat sink of the sensor payload towards the Hub PCB, which supports the female board edge 




Figure 5-5, maintain the separation between the two rails and provide an anchor point for the 
cradle, as they mount against the motor housing.    
RF1101SE 
Mounting






Figure 5-5: Sensor payload cradle 
 Sealing the front panel 
5.3.3:
While Thomas Mathew considered the seal between the front panel and the shell, the final 
mechanical consideration was the seal between the sensors and the front panel. A silicon 
elastomer seal is compressed between the sensors and the front panel. In the case of the 
OV7670, as shown in Figure 5-6, a lens and an additional spacer prevents the focusing of the 
camera, prior to placement, from affecting the seal. 
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5.4: Sensor placement 
The two major considerations for the mechanical design of the sensor payload were, firstly, the 
integration into the platform and, secondly, the placement of the camera so the system will 
maintain symmetry. Locating the sensor in the centre of the front panel (Figure 5-7) ensures that 
the perspective of the operator is preserved when the orientation of the platform changes. This 
ensures that the image correction is limited to either a mirror or flip, when the system rotates 
about an axis. As both sensor payloads share a similar environmental sensor configuration, to 
reduce manufacturing costs, a single front panel was manufactured. The FLIR Quark was placed as 
close to the OV7670 camera as possible to limit the offset of the image when the orientation of the 
platform changes.  
Located on the front panel is an On button. Pressing the button for two seconds enables the power 
supply from the battery to the platform. The Off button was recessed to ensure that the button is 
protected during operation as it is only intended for use during a communication failure. Under 
normal conditions, an Off command communicated from the operator disables the system 
programmatically. 
To aid in the removal of the payload, an M3 hole placed in the front panel provides an anchor point 
where one of the four screws used to secure the sensor payload, can be inserted (Figure 5-8). This 



















Figure 5-7: Front panel sensor configuration 
M3 Screw used to remove 
Sensor Payload
 




5.5: System diagnostics 
The purpose of the system diagnostics was to provide information on the power supplies and 
temperatures throughout the system during testing operations. As the diagnostics will not be 
included in the final design, the cost is not of major concern. However, the dimensions, mass and 
data format will govern the selection.  
The INA220 is an IC that provides all the necessary power data via an I2C communication interface. 
As a result, no additional GPIOs will be required; therefore, the presence of the INA220 will have 
little to no effect on the requirements of the microcontroller. The INA220 circuitry will be placed on 
all supply lines. 
The temperature sensors selected were the LM60, because of their range and accuracy. The 
temperature is output as an analog signal. As the signal will be transmitted down a length of track 
and potentially through a number of connectors, it should be filtered prior to being connected to the 
ADC of the microcontroller. The LM60 will be placed in order to measure the temperature of all 
major power dissipaters. These would include the following: 
 Voltage regulators 
 Video DAC 
 Battery charger 
 LEDs 
The final sensor will be located in the free space seen in Figure 5-2. This will allow measurement of 
the ambient temperature measurement inside the platform. 
5.6: Electrical hardware design 
Electrically the sensor payload can be broken down into environmental sensors, which are all 
located on the front panel and supporting components, which are located in the PCB stack seen in 
Figure 5-9. The final component is the Hub PCB, which is the interface between the sensor payload 






Figure 5-9: Breakdown of the sensor payload 
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The PCB stack is comprised of three boards, which are the camera, microcontroller and power 







Figure 5-10: Electrical hardware of the sensor payload 
 Camera PCB 
5.6.1:
The function of the Camera PCB is to convert the digital image, produced by the OV7670, to an 
analog PAL signal for transmission via the Range Video FPV video transmitter. Additionally the PCB 
is responsible for regulating 3.3 V to 1.8 V and 2.8 V, required by the camera, and providing power 
to the microphone and buzzer when required.   
The layout of the PCB and connector designation can be seen in Figure 5-11.  
ADV7390 
The ADV7390 Video DAC performs the main function of the PCB. The IC is versatile accepting a 
number of 8-bit parallel digital video formats, with four DAC outputs, outputting either PAL or NTSC. 
The analog video signal is communicated to the power distribution PCB via a UMC connector and a 
coaxial cable reducing the electrical noise. For this system, a CCIR656 digital video format was 
selected as the input from the camera and a PAL signal was selected as the DAC output. The 
CCIR656 8 bit parallel video signal is received via the FPC connector from the OV7670. 
OV7670 
The supporting circuitry for the OV7670 is located on the Camera PCB; these include the power 
supplies, pull up resistors and clock source. While the OV7670 uses the Omni Vision SCCBus to 
communicate, it uses the same hardware as I2C (used by the ADV7390) for the communication of 
the configuration setting. Therefore, the pair of devices are connected to the same I2C bus 

























































Figure 5-11: Diagram showing the PCB layout of the Camera PCB and connector designation 
 Microcontroller PCB 5.6.2:
The Microcontroller PCB is the only PCB in the stack that differs between the low-cost and the 
extended sensor payload. As the orientation detection system also differs between payloads, it is 
placed on the same PCB.  
Low-cost Microcontroller PCB 
The microcontroller selected was the STM32F30R8, because it can be used without an external 
crystal, and the additional processing ability outweighs the added cost, as the system clock 
frequency can be increased from 16 to 48 MHz. Additionally, the MMA8653 tri-axis accelerometer 
and MAG3110 magnetometer can be seen on the bottom of the PCB in Figure 5-12. However, 
during system integration, the proximity of the magnetometer to the motors meant made it 
impractical to implement and  it should be removed or improved for future design. 
 The microcontroller is the central node of all communication throughout the system and hence is 
connected to all devices throughout the system. For a detailed description of the microcontroller 
pinout see the schematic on the accompanying CD or Appendix E, on page E-8. As the mechanical 
structure of the payload allows for the thermal camera on both sensor payloads and the only 
limitation of the camera is the cost, the connection has been included.  
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Extend sensor payload Microcontroller PCB 
As the extended and low-cost microcontroller PCBs are interchangeable, the profile and pinout of 
both PCB’s is identical. Therefore, only the microcontroller and the accelerometer change to a 
STM32F407VGT6 and an LSM9DS0 IMU respectively. The increased processing power and 
hardware FPU on the microcontroller allows for the fusion of the accelerometer and gyroscopic 
data, to provide accurate orientation estimation. 
 Power Distribution PCB 
5.6.3:
The Power Distribution PCB forms the base of the PCB stack and is mounted to the heat sink; 
because of this the PCB supports the modules that require heat sinking. These modules are the 
voltage regulation and the LED driver. As the PCB is also the male board edge connector, the PAL 
source select is located on the PCB close to the edge connector, minimising length of the 
unshielded signal path. This layout can be seen in Figure 5-13.  
A brief description of all the Power Distribution PCB modules will now be provided. 
Voltage regulation 
The voltage regulation is achieved through a two-stage process. Firstly, an SMPS drops the battery 
voltage to 3.8 V, followed by a LDO to drop the voltage to 3.3 V. This combination of regulators 
reduces the power dissipated by the LDO. As a result of the selected sensors and devices, a 5 V 
source is not required.  
LED driver 
The LEDs selected were a pair of cool white Cree Xlamp-XPG LEDs, allowing both a spot lens and a 
diffused lens to be used. The result is a wide beam of light in the short range, with a spot to 
illuminate at distance. The LED driver will be required to provide up to 1.5 A at 7 V, as the pair were 
connected in series. A driver meeting these requirements is the LM3401 from Texas Instruments. 
Using the equations provided in the data sheet, the values for the supporting components were 
selected. 
PAL source select 
The sensor payload was designed to support both a thermal camera and a CMOS camera. To 
enable the signal transmission without increasing the number of video transmitters, only one 
camera can operate at a time. The operator will be required to select the image signal source. This 
is achieved using a TS3V330 analog video switch. 
 
 




















































































































































































































































 Hub PCB 
5.6.4:
The Hub PCB is the electrical interface between the sensor payload and the system. Additionally, 
the Hub PCB supports the componentry that is common to multiple sensor payloads.  
To allow the sensor payload to be truly interchangeable in the field, the method of inserting the 
payload should provide both the electrical and mechanical connection. This could be achieved 
through a standard DIN PCB header strip. However, the chances of deforming a pin are relatively 
high. A favourable alternative is a PCB board edge connector, as the PCB edge forms the male 
connector, removing the potential for deformed pins during the insertion procedure. The PCB is 
therefore tasked with distribution of the signals and power supplies between the payloads and the 
system. The Hub PCB is mounted to the sensor payload cradle using M2 screws through the 
slotted holes, seen in Figure 5-14, to enable the vertical position of the PCB to be adjusted for 
alignment of the board edge connector.  
The componentry that is common to multiple sensor payloads is the 10 V regulator for the video 
transmitter and the power supply source select for the microcontroller. The video transmitter is the 
only device that required a 10 V supply. Therefore, a SMPS located on the Hub PCB is used.  
The BMS provided a linearly regulated 3.3 V output which can be used to power the microcontroller 
to allow for a controlled start up procedure of the regulators. Once the 3.3 V regulated supply is 
present, the supply is switched from the BMS supply, as the regulated supply is theoretically more 
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Figure 5-14: Layout and connection diagram for the Hub PCB 
5.7: Sensor payload cost 
While the cost of the extended sensor payload is of no concern, as the cost of the FLIR Quark 
(US$ 4500) far outweighs the cost of the remainder of the system. Table 5-4 illustrates a 
breakdown of the cost of the low-cost sensor payload on a production run of 250 units, the unit 
cost was estimated to be US$ 63.29, excluding the cost of the system diagnostics and assembly. 


















































































































































































































Table 5-4: Component cost of the low-cost sensor payload 
Item Cost (US$)(per 250) 




Unit Cost 63.29  
5.8: Sensor payload software design 
The primary task of the software embedded on the microcontroller is to read, scale and collate the 
data from the sensors and to enable simple communication to the operator. In order to achieve 
this, the microcontroller is configured for the application, followed by the configuration of the 
sensors, before accurate and relevant data can be read. Therefore, the basic outline of the 
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The software is designed so that throughout the operation, there are no periods of waiting for one 
process to be completed, when a second process could be completed in parallel. This is achieved 
using interrupts, flags and time-based events. A structure containing a status byte and a data byte 
or array of bytes was designed for each device connected to the microcontroller and for the 
communication peripherals of the microcontroller. The status byte comprised of a number of bits 
which represent status flags. An example of a status byte can be seen in Table 5-5, which shows 
the flag definitions of the bits of the byte. 
Table 5-5: The bit definitions of the status byte for the STM32F0 SPI peripheral 
Bit 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
Data 0 0 0 0 Time Out Software Busy New Data Overrun error 
 
 Communication peripheral software 
5.8.1:
Foremost to the success of the design was the packet handling software of the SPI and I2C 
peripherals. This was achieved using packet-length headers and pointers to indicate the address of 
the end of the data packet and the next byte to be transmitted. When the address of the next byte 
to be transmitted is equal to that of the end of the packet, communication of the packet is complete 
and indicated by setting a bit of the status byte. This is executed in the peripheral interrupt handler 
seen in Figure 5-16 and for SPI and in Figure 5-17 for I2C; therefore once the pointers have been 
initiated the microcontroller is free to process further code in between loading the next byte into 



























































Figure 5-17: I2C communication interrupt handler 
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Once the communication completion flag has been set, polling the peripheral status flag will initiate 
the processing of the data. The device with which the last communication occurred, is determined 
by the slave address in the case of I2C or the selected chip select line in the case of SPI, which is 
stored in the peripheral structure. 
Therefore, the objective of the communication peripheral software is to prepare the data pack and 
pointers, so that the peripheral interrupt handler can execute the communication. This allows 
further processes to execute in the period during which the byte is being shifted into or out of the 
shift register. This design approach is continued to the device handling software. 
 Device handling software 
5.8.2:
The device handling software was designed so that if a device requires a peripheral that is currently 
busy, the software will continue processing data from other devices until the peripheral has 
completed its task and is free to begin the task. This is achieved using flags set in the status byte of 
the device.  
The process is illustrated using the communication with the MMA8653 accelerometer. Figure 
5-18 illustrates the process in the data ready interrupt. While many of the devices have an 
interrupt pin that is connected to a microcontroller GPIO, configured for interrupts triggered on an 
edge, some of the devices do not have this feature and are, therefore, polled on a time-based 
interrupt. Such devices are the BMS and the INA220 network. 
Data Ready Interrupt 
trigger on rising edge
I2C busy
Set Data Ready bit of 
MMA8653.StatusFlags





Figure 5-18: Data ready interrupt routine for the MMA8653 
In the case where the I2C is not busy, the end of the communication and subsequent scaling of the 
data is detected in the main loop of the software as shown in Figure 5-19. The alternative case 
(where the I2C peripheral is busy) the flag is set indicating that data should be read and this is 
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Figure 5-19: Flowchart showing the process of reading data from the MMA8653 accelerometer 
This process is duplicated for all the devices connected to the microcontroller. The priority of 
devices is set by the order that the device or peripheral status flag is read. As multiple devices use 
the communication peripherals, their priorities are the highest, with the SPI higher than the I2C due 
to the wireless communication.  
In order to reduce the amount of data communicated and processed, the new data flag is set only if 
the latest reading is not equal to the currently stored value for the device. Hence, further 
processing or communication to the operator is executed when the new data flag is set.  
 Data processing 
5.8.3:
With the exception of the temperature and accelerometer/IMU, the processing of the device data 
consists of scaling and collating the data for communication. The temperature data is used to limit 
functionally during high temperature events (above 75 ̊C). The two areas where over temperature 
events are most likely to occur are the LEDs and the battery charger. These events cause the LED 
output power to be limited to 20 % and the charging rate limited to 0.5 C (1.5 A). 
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In order for the platform to operate in all orientations, both the image transmitted to the operator 
and the motor commands received from the operator are manipulated according to the orientation 
changes. The point at which the manipulation should occur was determined from the 
accelerometer data in the case of the low-cost sensor payload and the IMU data in the case of the 
extend sensor payload. 
Orientation detection with an accelerometer 
In order to initiate a flip about the horizontal or vertical axis the exact orientation is not required, but 
rather the point where the platform crosses the boundary of an octant. As a result of the 
positioning of the accelerometer, the axis of the platform can be considered to be oriented as seen 
below in Figure 5-20. 
 
Figure 5-20: Figure showing the orientation of the axis of the low-cost sensor payload 
It can be noted that a 180 ̊ rotation about either the X-axis or the Y-axis will result in a change in the 
direction of the Z-axis. Therefore, in order to reduce unnecessary processing of the data, the 
orientation of the platform is only processed when the direction of the Z-axis changes.  
Accelerometer and gyroscopic data fusion 
Due the increased processing power of the microcontroller and the lack of a cost consideration, 
the extended sensor payload has both an accelerometer and a gyroscope. This allows the 
orientation to be accurately calculated during acceleration events. As noted during the background 
research, three of the possible methods for fusing the data are the Kalman, Madgwick and Mahony 
filters. As can be seen in Table 2-3, the Kalman is the most accurate at higher rates, however it has 
a much greater processing requirement. As the system is not designed to move at a high rate, the 
reduced computational power required for the Madgwick filter outweighs the loss of accuracy and 




Therefore, when a flip about the X-axis was detected, the directions of the motor commands are 
flipped and the image is flipped about the horizontal plane. A rotation about the Y-axis results in an 
image mirror about the vertical plane and a flip about the horizontal plane; the motor commands 
are mirrored between left and right. 
While the orientation calculation is a computationally intensive process, the final function of the new 
data flag is to indicate when the scaled sensor data should be transmitted to the operator. This is 
done to reduce the packet length, as only the new data will be transmitted.   
 Data packet structure 
5.8.4:
A method of achieving a variable packet length is to assign a data header that indicates the 
contents of the packet. In this case, the data header is a bit mask. This allows for communication of 
multiple combinations of data and commands. The bit assignment for a sensor payload data packet 
transmitted from the system can be seen in Table 5-6, and the command packet header received 
by the system can be seen in Table 5-7. The process of building a packet can be seen in Figure 
5-21. The code is implemented with the use of a pointer that is used to store the address at which 
the next data byte should be added. When the new data flag is set for a specific device, the data is 
added and the pointer address is incremented accordingly.  
Table 5-6: Header of a sensor data packet 





















Table 5-7: Header of a command packet 












































Figure 5-21: Flowchart representing the packet preparation function 
The order of the data is indicated by the order of the bits in the bit mask, with the data represented 
by the LSB that is set being positioned first after the bit mask. This is shown in Figure 5-22: the first 
example of a data packet where the motor command bit is set and therefore the motor command 
follows the header byte. The flexibility of the packet structure is illustrated in Figure 5-23, a second 
example: here the LED Command and Set Charge Rate bits are set indicating the presence of the 
data. In this case the LED command data byte follows the header byte. The next byte will be the 
charge rate as the Buzzer Enable bit is not set. The packet header allows for multiple combinations 
of data to be selected, ensuring that the entire packet is not transferred unnecessarily (which would 
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Figure 5-22: Example of a command packet 
Packet Length Header Byte LED Command Charge Rate Enable Charging















Expansion of Header Byte
 
Figure 5-23: Second example of a command packet 
5.9: Concluding remarks 
The purpose of the sensor payload was to collect and process data from the system and the 
environment, with the primary aim of achieving this at the least possible cost. The target of US$ 50 
was not met. However, any further reduction in cost will only be achieved through a reduction in 
functionality. A second sensor payload illustrates the interchangeability of the subsystem, thus 
enabling diversification of the platform’s features, through the development of sensor payloads.  
A method of orientation detection allowed for the transformation of both the returned images and 
the received commands so as not to disorientate the operator during operations. This was a 
requirement because of the platform’s symmetrical design. 
Finally, a data packet structure was designed to inform the data receiver of the contents of the data 
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 Communications System Design 
Chapter 6 : 
Key to the operation of any tele-operated platform is the communication system, as it provides the 
link between the operator station and the platform. To improve the efficiency and effectiveness of 
the system, the video and audio communication and the data communication are placed on 
separate frequencies according to their bandwidth requirements. 
6.1: Communications specifications 
This section provides an extension of the communication specifications of the primary system 
requirements and justifications as laid out in Table 3-1. 
Table 6-1: Detailed communication specifications 
Explanation 
Location 
Subsystem Specification  Desired Value 
6.1.1:Physical specification 
6.1.1.1: Dimensions 40 x 30 x 10 mm 
6.1.1.2: Cost US$ 35  
6.1.2:Functional specifications 
6.1.2.1: Colour image transmission Yes 
6.1.2.2: Bidirectional data communications Yes 
6.1.2.3: Error detection Yes 
Performance specifications 
6.1.3.1: Operational range(indoor) 30 m 
6.1.3.2: Minimum communication rate 10 Hz 
6.1.3.3: Maximum communication rate 20 Hz 
 
 Physical specification 6.1.1:
6.1.1.1: Dimensions  
For the data transceiver to be located in the allocated free space in Figure 5-2, the transceiver 
should not exceed the bound of the above dimensions. 
6.1.1.2: Cost 
To achieve a total cost of US$ 150 for the entire system, the cost of the communication system 
should not exceed US$ 35. The cost of the battery, BMS and sensor payloads were estimated at 
US$ 115. 
 Functional specifications 
6.1.2:
6.1.2.1: Colour image transmission 
As explained in the background research, a colour image is required as the dust in a disaster 
environment causes an even tone of grey on a greyscale image. The bandwidth requirement for a 
colour image is, however, higher. 
6.1.2.2: Bidirectional data communications 
The data communication system will be used to both transmit data from the payload and receive 




6.1.2.3: Error detection 
A disaster zone is a highly challenging environment for wireless communications; as a result, packet 
loss and corruption is expected.  
 Performance specifications 
6.1.3:
6.1.3.1: Operational range (indoor) 
30m is the indoor range of the Recon Scout Throwbot [8]. The aim is to meet or improve on this 
range. 
6.1.3.2: Minimum communication rate 
A minimum communication rate of 10 Hz is required to operate the platform. Frequencies below 
this will limit the ability of the operator to command the platform. 
6.1.3.3: Maximum communication rate 
A communication rate of 20 Hz will enable commands and the data to be communicated without 
impeding the operation of the platform. 
6.2: Device selection 
The random nature of a collapsed structure, coupled with the materials used in urban building, 
create a challenging environment for tetherless devices. For this reason two devices have been 
selected, one with a bandwidth for video and the second will be a narrow band transceiver for data 
and commands. Background research suggested that the data transceiver should be on a 
433 MHz frequency. A device that fills that requirement and can be considered as low-cost is a 
CC110L from TI. The IC was purchased on a RF1101SE break out board for this design. 
6.3: Software for data transmission 
The CC110L has a 64 byte transmit and receive FIFO buffer that is used to implement the 
communications. The basic implementation of the software is shown in Figure 6-1. The device is 
first reset to ensure the contents of all the registers are of a known value, this is followed by the 
configuration of the device — a summary of the configuration settings is seen in Table 6-2. This 
process was implemented on the software embedded on the microcontroller of the sensor payload. 
During operation, when the device is not transmitting, it is in a “ready to receive state”, listening for 
a preamble and sync word.  
Table 6-2: Summary of the CC110L settings 
Setting Value 
Frequency 433 MHz 
Baud Rate 19200 bps 
Modulation Format GFSK 
Receiver Filter Bandwidth 101 kHz 






















Figure 6-1: Flowchart showing an overview of the implementation of the embedded communication software 
6.4: Packet structure 
Due to the nature of a disaster environment, high data corruption rates and losses are expected. 
Therefore, the ability to detect when there has been data corruption or loss and to enable a resend 
is required. Therefore the basic overview of the data communications was expanded to include a 
data check and confirmation as seen in Figure 6-2. The transmitter sends the data packet, the 
receiver receives the packet, checks and then confirms reception of the packet. Should the 
transmitter not receive a packet confirmation, the packet would be deemed to be lost and resent. 
Alternatively, a corrupted data packet would fail the check and the receiver would send confirmation 
of a packet error, causing the transmitter to resend the data. The transmitter could resend the 
data multiple times until the data has been successfully transferred. 
This method of communication relies on two abilities: detection of a complete packet and the ability 
to detect corrupt data. To achieve this, two methods have been implemented. Firstly, a unique 
packet header and terminator have been added to the data packet and, secondly, a CRC is 






























Figure 6-2: Basic data communication protocol 
 Table 6-3: Representation of a complete data packet 














 Data manipulation 
6.4.1:
The aim of the packet header and terminator bytes is primarily to determine when a complete 
command has been received. This can be achieved through the use of a fixed packet length or 
alternatively a unique packet header and packet terminator byte. To ensure that the packet header 
and terminator are detected, both designated values should to be unique. Reserving data values for 
packet header and terminator will lead to restrictions on further sensor payload designs. Therefore, 
the data transmitted should be manipulated in order to create unique header and terminator bytes.  
A method of ensuring that there will be unique values for use as packet headers and terminators is 
to stretch every 7 bytes into 8 bytes of data. This was achieved by removing a single bit from each 
of the 7 bytes to form an eighth “carrier byte”. The new structure of the data bytes can be seen in 
Table 6-4. It can be noted that the 7th bit is cleared and placed into the “carrier byte”, the placement 
of these bits can be seen in Table 6-5. The process of removing the 7th bit from each of the data 
bytes and recombining them into an 8th byte can be seen in Figure 6-3. Therefore, any byte which 
has the 7th bit set is either a packet header or terminator byte, ensuring a possible 127 different 
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Table 6-4: Structure of a stretched data byte 
Bit 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
Data 0 D6 D5 D4 D3 D2 D1 D0 
 
Table 6-5: Structure of a carrier byte 
Bit 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 




Read load data address
Last byte
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Figure 6-3: Flowchart of the 7 to 8 byte stretch 
One of the drawbacks of this method was that it required the data to be in multiples of 7 bytes, this 
was circumvented by adding a packet length byte. In this case the packet length byte is added after 
the header byte and performs a dual role; 
 Check the location of the terminator byte; the packet length indicates the position of where 
the terminator byte should be located in the data array. In the unlikely case the data could 




terminator would not be located correctly. Therefore the packet can be determined as 
corrupted and all further processing of the packet stopped. 
 Secondly, the packet length allows for the number of carrier bytes to be calculated. This 
enables the protocol to handle packets of data that are not a multiple of 7 bytes. Reducing 
the number of bytes sent as padding of the packet is not required to ensure the packet 
length is a multiple of seven.  
In the case where the packet length is not a multiple of seven, the carrier byte is calculate across 
the remaining bytes and added to the end of the data packet. Upon receipt of the data packet, the 
original packet length is calculated using method shown in Figure 6-4. If the packet length is a 
multiple of eight, then the original packet length was a multiple of seven and the number of carrier 











Original Packet Length=Packet Length-Carrier bytes
T
  
Figure 6-4: Flowchart depicting the method used to determine the original packet length 
The original packet length and the carrier byte can then be used to compress the data.  
While the packet length byte and the pack header and terminator bytes are to determine when  
data has been lost from the packet, the more likely event is that a number of bits in the data 
payload are corrupted. In order to detect this data corruption, a CRC is calculated across the data 
payload. 
 Cyclic redundancy checksum  
6.4.2:
A Cyclic Redundancy Checksum (CRC) is generated by treating the entire packet as a single binary 
number and dividing (XOR) by a CRC polynomial. The remainder is then attached the tail of the data 
packet. In order to determine data corruption the packet is divided by the same CRC polynomial. If 
there is a remainder, data corruption has occurred.  
For the purposes of this system, an 8 bit CRC polynomial was selected (6-1). 
 𝐶𝑅𝐶𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑦𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑎𝑙 = 𝑥
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Table 6-6: CRC byte data 
Byte CRC Byte1 CRC Byte2 
Bit 7:4  3:0 7:4  3:0 
Data 0 CRC [7:4] 0 CRC [3:0] 
 
The CRC remainder is calculated first, then the low nibble and high nibble are split across two bytes 
(Table 6-6) in order to ensure unique packet header and terminator bytes.   
6.5: Communication software 
As a packet structure has been established, the basic communication structure shown in 
Figure 6-2, can be expanded to include the packet preparation for the transmitter and the 
processing of the packet for the receiver. This is seen in Figure 6-5.  
While the packet structure enables the detection of data loss or corruption it is possible for a 
complete packet to be lost. This case is handled by the transceiver software, through the use of a 
timeout. After a transmission, if the period of time passes without the receipt of a confirmation, the 
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 Figure 6-5: Flowchart showing communication structure including the packet handling process 
6.6: Video and audio transmission system 
The images and audio are transmitted from the platform using a Range Video transmitter/receiver 
pair. The images are provided to the transmitter as a PAL analog signal, from the camera PCB. As 
there are currently two image sources on the sensor payload, with potentially more in the future, a 
switch is required to allow the operator to select the preferred image source. This is achieved 
through a TS3V330 IC. 
As the operational temperature of the transmitter is in the range of 50  ̊C to 60  ̊C, the transmitter 
is mounted on a heat sink to the rear of the shell. This is to minimise the effect of this temperature 
on the remainder of the system. 
6.7: Communication subsystem cost 
The cost of the system is US$ 36.13. This excludes the Range Video FPV receiver which is included 
in the cost of the operator station. The breakdown of the cost can be seen in Table 6-7. 
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Table 6-7: Cost breakdown of the communication subsystem 
Item Cost (US$) 
Range Video FPV Transmitter 32. 63 
RF1101SE transceiver 3.50 
Total 36.13 
 
6.8: Concluding remarks 
Wireless communications have been established. The bidirectional data communications, with 
error checking, operate at a baud rate of 19200 bps, using a pair of RF1101SE transceiver 
modules. A CRC byte is calculated to enable data corruption detection across the data packet and 
data manipulated to produce unique header and terminator bytes to indicate the presence of a 
complete packet. Of some concern, however, is the operational temperature of the video 




 Battery Management System Design 
Chapter 7 : 
As the platform is a tetherless platform, the power source is a battery. This section describes the 
selection of a battery and design of the battery management system, seen in Figure 7-1. 
Background research suggested that a Lithium-Ion battery should be used, because of its high 
energy density and relative stability. In order to maximise the potential of the Lithium-Ion battery, a 
battery management system is required, to protect the battery and estimate the remaining 
operational time. Additionally, in-field charging is a requirement of the system and a charging 
module will be included in the battery management system.  
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7.1: System specifications 
The subsystem specifications are an expansion and quantisation of the primary system 
requirements, Table 3-1 for the battery and its management system. 
Table 7-1: BMS and battery specification 
Explanation 
Location 
Subsystem Specification Desired Value 
7.1.1:Physical specifications 
7.1.1: Overall mass 350 g 
7.1.1.2: Dimensions 137 x 41 x 60 mm 
7.1.1.3: BMS mounting Attached to battery 
7.1.1.4: Cost US$ 60 
7.1.2:Functional  
7.1.2.1: Over voltage protection Yes 
7.1.2.2: Short circuit protection Yes 
7.1.2.3: Thermal protections Yes 
7.1.2.4: Permanent failure safety  Yes 
7.1.2.5: Gas gauge  Yes 
7.1.2.6: Integration drift compensation ImpedanceTrack™ / CEDV 
7.1.3:Charger specifications 
7.1.3.1: Charging time 
Min Nominal Max 
60 min 90 min 120 min 
7.1.3.2: Adjustable charge rate Yes 
7.1.3.3: System supply during charging Yes 
7.1.4:Power supply specifications 
7.1.4.1: Operational time  20  min 
7.1.4.2: Standby time 5 hours 
7.1.4.3: Minimum voltage 12 V 
7.1.4.4: Discharge current 
Min Nominal Max 
n/a 2 A 6 A 




 Physical specifications 
7.1.1:
7.1.1.1: Overall mass:   
The mass of the battery was estimated to be 60 % of the total system mass, which is specified at 
700 g. 
7.1.1.2: Dimensions:   
The dimensional specification is to ensure that the battery and BMS can be integrated into the 
system in the space allocated for the BMS. This location can be seen in Figure 5-2 on page 40. 
7.1.1.3: BMS mounting:   
The BMS should be mounted to the battery as, once the BMS has been calibrated to the battery, it 
should not be removed from the battery. 
7.1.1.4: Cost:  
In order to achieve the US$ 150 cost specification, the battery and management system should 
not exceed a cost of US$ 60. 
 Battery protection specifications 
7.1.2:7.1.2.1: Over voltage protection:   
Aside from puncturing the cell, one of the most dangerous states for a Lithium-Ion to be in is an 
over voltage state. This can lead to explosive combustion. 
7.1.2.2: Short circuit protection:  
A short circuit will cause the discharge rate to exceed the recommended discharge of the battery, 
damaging the battery and reducing the operational life cycle of the battery. 
7.1.2.3: Thermal protection:  
Suspension of charging or discharging (if the temperature of the battery rises above 75 ̊C) will 
prevent failure due to overheating that could result it catastrophic failure of the system. 
7.1.2.4: Permanent failure protection:  
Creation of an open circuit between the system and the battery to provide an additional safeguard, 
should the battery protection fail to prevent an event. 
7.1.2.5: Gas gauge:  
Provide an estimation of the remaining battery capacity and the time remaining. This will allow the 
operator to retrieve the system prior to expending the capacity of the battery. 
7.1.2.6: Integration drift compensation:  
The method of gas gauging requires integration of the current flow during charging and 
discharging, as explained on page 18 — the methods of ImpedanceTrack™. 
  Charger specifications 
7.1.3:
7.1.3.1:  Charging time:   
The charging time is determined as 25 % of the maximum operational time of the system. This 
provides an adequate charging-to-operational-time ratio.  
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7.1.3.2: Adjustable charge rates:  
Adjustable charge rates will allow charging according to the capabilities of the power source. 
Additionally, it will allow the system to adjust the charge rate according to the internal temperature 
of the system to prevent the thermal protection from suspending charging. 
7.1.3.3: System supply during charging:  
The sensor payload will control the charging allowing the system to charge from any suitable source 
during operations. In order to achieve this, the microcontroller and communication require power 
during charging.  
 Power supply specifications 
7.1.4:
7.1.4.1: Operational time:  
During research into urban search and rescue operations, it was noted that the average time of an 
operation was 6 minutes and 44 seconds [5]. Therefore, an operational time of greater than three 
times the average was selected for extended operations. 
7.1.4.2: Standby time:  
While the average operational time is relatively short, it was also noted that upon identifying a 
survivor the average excavation time was 4.5 hours [5]. During this time, the platform should 
remain with the victim to provide information on the survivor and the environment. Standby 
operation was defined as maintaining communications and images while stationary. 
7.1.4.3: Minimum voltage:  
The minimum voltage was determined from the fact that the motors are rated by 12 V and the 
video transmitter has an operational voltage range of 10 V to 12 V. Therefore, a 2 V dropout would 
be required for a switch mode regulator to provide 10 V. 
7.1.4.4: Discharge current:  
Initial calculations showed the motors would require 3 A. The sensor payload designed was 
estimated to sink 1.5 A, Therefore a maximum of 6 A would allow for future sensor payloads with a 
higher current requirement to be designed, as the system is designed for multiple sensor payloads 
without modifications to the power and communication systems. 
7.1.4.5: Discharge ports:  
Two discharge ports are required, one for the motor driver and a second for the sensor payload 
and communication systems. 
7.2: Battery selection 
 The battery is the power source in a tetherless system and therefore critical to the success of the 
robotic system. From the background research it was determined that, if implemented correctly, 
the Lithium-Ion cell chemistry would be optimal for this system for both energy density and 
chemistry stability when coupled with a battery management system. From the voltage 
requirements, seen Table 7-1, 12 V is required; at a minimum of 3.0 V per cell the selected battery 
will have at least 4 cells in series. Therefore, the capacity can be calculated using 12 V as the 










As the battery was selected prior to the completion of the sensor payload, the power requirements 
where estimated, as seen in Table 7-2. The power requirements where estimated using the 
specified power requirements of the primary components of the sensor payload, with the addition of 
a 10 % buffer. From the power requirements, the required battery capacity can be calculated.  
 𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 = 𝐼 × 𝑡 (7-1) 







∴ 𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 =  
𝑃𝑥 × 𝑡
𝑉𝐵𝐴𝑇_𝑚𝑖𝑛
           (7-4) 
 
Using equation (7-4) the capacity requirement for a standby operation was estimated to be a 
minimum of 2200 mAh. Considering these requirements, cost and availability, a Gens Ace 4S1P 
3000 mAh battery was selected. The specification of the battery can be seen in Table 7-3 below. 
Table 7-3: Properties of the Gens Ace 4S1P battery 
Property Value 
Net Mass  365 g 
Capacity 3000 mAh 
Discharge Rate 35 C 
Max Continuous Current  105 A 
Max Burst Current  210 A 
Max Burst discharge Rate  70 C 
Cells in Parallel  1 
Cells in Series 4 
Voltage 
Min Nominal Max 
12 V 14.8 V 16.8 V 
Length (mm) 139 mm 
Width (mm) 43 mm 
Thickness(mm) 31 mm 
Wire Gauge 12 AWG 
Connector Type T-XHR 
Balancer Connector Type JST-XH 
 
As stated in the background research, the Lithium-Ion battery, while volatile, can be used safely 
when paired with a battery management system.  
7.3: Battery management system 
The role of the battery management system is to allow for the safe operation of the battery 
throughout the operational cycle of the battery. This is achieved by a battery management system 
comprised of the following modules: primary battery protection and gas gauging, a secondary 
Item Value 
Sensor Payload Requirement 6W  
Motor Power Requirement 36 W  
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analog battery protection and a battery charging system. An additional feature is an inrush current 
limiting circuit to protect the battery management system.  
 BMS prototype design 
7.3.1:
There are two areas of focus for the prototype design of the BMS.  
 The method of implementing the gas gauging and primary battery protection. Two methods 
were proposed, one being the use on an AFE with a microcontroller to implement the 
coulomb counting algorithm, or alternatively the use of a dedicated IC. 
 The second point was the charge rate selection for the battery charger. The possible 
methods were to use a number of selectable fixed charging rates or a varied charging rate 
that would be implemented with a DAC. 
Three gas gauge prototypes where developed and evaluated on the following criteria: 
 Cost: The hardware and the software development costs were considered. The main object 
of the project was to produce a working system therefore cost saving had to be weighed 
against what is achievable in the period. 
 Functionality: The current profile of the system was assumed as a constant low current with 
short high current spikes during operation of the motor. 
Gas gauge prototype 1 
The first prototype was the implementation of the gas gauge and cell balancing using an AFE, the TI 
BQ267925 with a MSP430G2332 microcontroller. The simplified schematic of the 
implementation circuit can be seen in Figure 7-2. The I2C communication interface allows the 
following actions: 
 Enabling of internal cell balancing 
 Access to the measured cell voltages 
 Setting the shunt voltage gain 
 Setting the voltage and current thresholds 
The shunt voltage, multiplied by the selected gain, is read by the ADC on the microcontroller and 
converted to a current. This current is then used to implement a coulomb counting algorithm 
embedded on the microcontroller. The battery capacity is then stored on the microcontroller flash 














































Figure 7-3: Diagram showing the PCB implementation of concept 1 
With the cost of the ICs seen in Table 7-4 and the low additional component count, the cost was an 
advantage. 
Table 7-4: Cost breakdown of the primary components 
Primary Component 





1 at a quantity of  250 units 
The second prototype was a dedicated gas gauge and primary battery protection IC, which will 
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Gas gauge prototype 2 
The second gas gauging prototype implemented the gas gauging through the use of a dedicated IC. 
The task was set as an Electrical Engineering undergraduate project and completed by Antony 
Wilson. The proposed solution uses a BQ3060 primary battery protection and gas gauge IC, the 
cost of which can be seen in Table 7-5. For the purpose of testing the IC and developing the 
software, an evaluation board was bought and software was developed to read the battery 
information from the BQ3060 IC. This successfully implemented the battery protection and gas 
gauging. The disadvantage of the system is that the BQ3060 requires external cell balancing and 
thus increases the additional component count. 
Table 7-5: BQ3060 cost per unit 
Gas Gauge IC Unit Cost1 (US$) [36] 
BQ3060 5.12 
1 at a quantity of  250 units 
Gas gauge prototype 3 
The third and final gas gauge prototype used a BQ20z45 IC. While the primary purpose of the 
prototype was to test the gas gauge IC, it filled a secondary role, which was to investigate the 
integration of a complete battery management system. This prototype served as a basis on which 
the final BMS was developed. The main point of improvement between the prototype and the final 
design is the PCB layout. The error was selecting 35 µm copper layer PCB, the required track width 
resulted in impossible trace routing within the given dimension using a two layer board. The only 
solution was to route the charger return current path via an external wire as seen in Figure 7-4. 
High Current return 
Path
 
Figure 7-4: Picture showing the high current charging return path on the third prototype 
Table 7-6: BQ20z45 cost per unit 
Gas Gauge IC Unit Cost1 (US$) [36] 
BQ20z45 5.43 
1 at a quantity of  250 units 
Prototype selection 
Three prototypes were developed. The software development cost required for safe implementation 
of the BMS, outweighed the US$ 2 saving on the primary components, when compared to the 
remaining prototypes. While the BQ3060 (prototype 2) proved to be an adequate solution, 




method of compensating for integration drift. The BQ3060 uses CEDV. The cost of the BQ20z45 
(used in the prototype 3) was greater than the BQ3060, however the  fact that the BQ20z45 
supports internal cell balancing means that the additional components required for the BQ3060 to 
perform cell balancing negates the minor cost saving. Therefore, the BQ20z45 was selected 
primarily because the method of calculating the SOC is better suited to the application and the 
difference in cost can be negated by the supporting component count. However, the PCB used in 
prototype 3 should change to a 70 µm thick to reduce the track width. This should enable the 
return path trace to be included. 
 Primary component selection 
7.3.2:
Texas instruments is one of the only manufacturers which produces a multi-cell gas gauge and 
primary battery protection system, incorporated in to a single IC. Therefore, in order to reduce the 
complexity of the battery management system, a BQ20z45-R1 battery protection and gas gauge IC 
was selected. The IC includes internal cell balancing, reducing the external component count leading 
to additional cost savings. The secondary analog protection system was selected from the TI range 
to limit potential interfacing issues and is selected according to the cell count and a maximum cell 
voltage of 4250mV. While this is within the maximum operational range of the battery, the event is 
most likely to occur during charging, when the platform is attached to the operator, therefore, a 
safety factor was added.  
TI offers a BQ24753A battery charging IC with a system source select function, enabling the 
platform to be powered from the charge adapter, when present, or from the battery when the 
adapter power source is not present.  
  Hardware design 7.3.3:
Both the primary battery protection and the battery charging IC’s are provided with recommend 
circuits, which were configured for this application. In the case of the primary battery protection, 
two modifications were made. These were: 
 The introduction of an inrush current limiter: any capacitive load will result in a large current 
inrush immediately after closing the circuit. This is a result of the capacitor charging at a 
rate limited only by the ESR of the capacitor. The ESR of the capacitor is typically low which 
results in large current spikes. This inrush of current damages the battery, inline fuses and 
switching components, gradually reducing the lifespan. 
 The availability of a chemical fuse that was recommended proved to be a limiting factor due 
to cost and availability. The chemical fuse is used to open the circuit in the event of a 
permanent failure. Therefore it is critical to the safe implementation of the BMS and an 
alternative solution has been designed and tested. 
As the majority of the circuitry accompanying the primary BMS ICs uses the recommended 
circuitry, the hardware design will be focused on the modification and the integration of modules of 
the battery management system. 
An alternative to a chemical fuse 
Firstly, the recommended circuit specifies a chemical fuse as a method of permanently 
disconnecting the battery from the rest of the system in the case of a critical failure. Due to the 
cost and availability of the chemical fuse, a cheaper alternative circuit was designed. The system 
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uses a current limited circuit to trigger a fuse, permanently opening the circuit between the battery 
and the system. The schematic of the circuitry can be seen in Figure 7-5.  
Once the battery voltage reaches an unsafe level, the secondary battery protection system sets the 
gate of the N Channel MOSFET (Q10 Figure 7-5) high, closing the circuit. As this will occur at 17 V, 
this causes a 57  Amp current to flow through the fuse (F1 Figure 7-5) which will lead to the fuse 
opening the circuit in 8 milliseconds. To reduce costs, all the components for this circuit were 
designed for a single use. This is justified by the fact that, if a permanent failure was to occur, the 
battery and BMS should be rendered inoperable and returned to the manufacture to assess the 
cause of the failure. During this process the BMS should be replaced.   
 
 
Figure 7-5: Schematic of the circuit used by the secondary battery protection to permanently open the circuit 
Inrush current limiting 
As an inline fuse has been introduced into the system, an inrush current limiting circuit is required 
in order to prevent the fuse from triggering due to repetitive loading. The inrush current limiting 
circuit is located on the output of the battery protection system, curbing the effect of capacitive 
charging. This system could be achieved using a NTC thermistor. The resistance of a thermistor 
varies with temperature of the device. This leads to two major disadvantages: 
 Once the system is disabled, a delay period is required during cycling of the system. This is to 
allow for the thermistor temperature to decrease.  
 The suitable thermistor for this application has an operational temperature of 185  ̊C. This 
could be potentially catastrophic, with the proximity of the BMS to the battery. 
Alternatively, a high impedance path can be used during a soft start period, with a low impedance 
path being closed once the capacitors are suitably charged. The soft start can be achieved using 






Figure 7-6: Schematic of the inrush current limiter 
The current is limited to a maximum of 51mA during capacitive charging. Once the output voltage 
reaches 98 % of the input voltage, the comparator pulls the gate of the MOSFET (Q6) low, closing 
the circuit. This allows the flow of current along a low impedance path during normal operation, 
successfully limiting the maximum inrush current to a safe level. 
Battery charging circuitry 
The BQ24753A battery charger can be used for charging at rates of up to 10 A. As the Gens ACE 
battery has a maximum charging rate 9 A, the battery charging circuitry for this application was 
selected, following the procedure laid out in the IC’s data sheet [37]. A DAC was used to provide the 
reference voltage input to the IC for selecting the charge rate. This will allow a charge rate of up to 
8 Amps to be selected, which is safely within the limits of the battery. 
 BMS PCB design 7.3.4:
The BMS PCB is mounted to the battery and thus the profile of the main body of the PCB is similar 
to that of the battery. The layout of the modules of the BMS, seen in Figure 7-7, was designed to 
reduce the length of the high current paths. The connection diagram and pinout descriptions can 
be seen in Figure 7-8, Table 7-7 and Table 7-8 respectively. 
 
 







































































































































Table 7-7: BMS power connection description 
Power Connections 
Connector Pin Direction Min Nominal Max 
System Power Pack + Output 13V 14.8V 24V 
Motor Power Pack + Output 13V 14.8V 24V 
Charge Port V+ Input 17V 20V 24V 
Signal 
Connection 
Vreg Output  3V  
Table 7-8: BMS signal pin descriptions 
Signal Connections 




SMBus alert pin. Signals battery fault has 
occurred. Active Low 
Pres Input 
System Present Pin. When held low it 





Analog voltage representing the current 
draw by the system through the charging 
port 
AC Good Output 
Adapter supply good pin, which is pulled low 
to indicate the presence of a charging 
power supply. Active Low 
Learn Input 
When enabled allow the BMS to cycle, 
charging will only begin if charging is 




Input Enables charging, active Low 
SDA I/O I2C Data Line 
SCL input I2C Clock Line 
Thermistor 
Connection 
TS1 Output Thermistor 1 connection 
TS2 output Thermistor 2 connection 
 
 BMS mounting 
7.3.5:
The BMS should not be removed from the battery; hence, the battery is directly connected to the 
BMS. To prevent strain on the connections during maintenance and assembly, the BMS is mounted 
to the battery. It is important to note, however, that during usage, the temperature of the battery 
will rise, causing the battery to swell. Therefore the mounting should be flexible to prevent any 
possible puncturing of the battery.  
A flexible mounting is achieved with a pair of dog bone shaped mounts to provide the support for 
the PCB to mount onto while maintaining a gap between the PCB and the battery to allow airflow 
reducing the effect of temperature caused by the charging circuitry on the battery. A pair of O-rings 
is used to secure the dog bone to the PCB, as seen in Figure 7-9. A heat sink is placed over the 
charging circuitry with a silicon elastomer heat pad — electrically, but not thermodynamically 
isolating the heat sink. 
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7.4: Software design 
The BQ20z45-R1 has an internal EEPROM and flash memory on which the BMS setting and battery 
states are stored. These settings were set during the configuration and calibration of the system. 
For this, the TI BQ evaluation software was used, as instructed in the BQ20zxx ImpedanceTrack™ 
setup manual provided [38] by TI. Therefore, the software designed for the system is limited to 
reading the relevant data from the device, enabling charging and setting the charge rate. 
While the BQ20z45-R1 supports SMBus, which is based on I2C, the original selected 
microcontroller selected for the low-cost sensor payload, the MSP430G2995, does not support 
SMBus. Therefore I2C was selected as the communication protocol for communication with the 
BMS device. Therefore, the software embedded on the microcontroller in the sensor payload was 
tasked with reading the following list of information from the BQ20z45-R1; 
 SOC:  defined as the remaining capacity as a percentage of the maximum capacity. 
 Battery Current:  This is represented as a negative current during discharging and a 
positive current during charging. 
 Time Remaining: defined as the time remaining until empty during discharge and full during 
charging. 
 Temperature:  This represents the maximum temperature of the two thermistors and the 
internal temperature sensor on the BQ20z45-R1. 
As the alert output from the BMS system shown in Figure 7-8 is used to indicate an error, the BMS 
data is polled at a 1 Hz. The new data is compared with the currently stored value of the reading, if 
there is a difference a flag is set to indicate the presence of new data to be transmitted, to the 
operator station. 
7.5: BMS cost 
The greatest cost was that of the battery. While a fuse system was developed to reduce the cost of 
the BMS, the cost of the system exceeded the requirements by US$ 3, as seen in Table 7-9. 
Table 7-9: Cost breakdown of the battery and BMS 
 
 
7.6: Concluding remarks 
The battery and management system were successfully implemented using dedicated ICs. While a 
system with lower component and material costs was purposed, the time required to implement a 
reliable and safe BMS outweighed the financial gain. The BMS PCB is mounted to the battery 
providing the capabilities for charging, charge estimation and battery protection.  
Item Cost (US$) 
Gens Ace 3000 mAh 4S1P Li-ion battery 45.00 







Chapter 8 : 
The purpose of the testing is to validate the system against the specifications for the system 
(Table 3-1) and subsystems (Table 5-1, Table 6-1, Table 7-1). Therefore, the tests conducted were 
designed to verify the capabilities and limitations of the system. The results of these tests will be 
used to draw conclusions on the system and base recommendations for future work. 
8.1: System tests 
The following tests pertain to the overall interaction between the subsystems. 
 Mass breakdown 
8.1.1:
As the system was designed to be throwable, the mass of the system is a limitation on this 
specification. It was therefore important to know the breakdown of the subsystem masses and 
identify the largest contribution to the mass, in order to specify which subsystem should be 
targeted for mass reduction techniques. 
8.1.1.1: Procedure 
Each subsystem was broken down into its major component groups and the mass recorded. For 
this test, the frame of the sensor payload cradle was considered as a subsystem, as it will be 
integrated into the shell in future designs (as previously discussed). 
8.1.1.2: Results 
The breakdown of the low-cost and extended payloads can be seen in Figure 8-1 and Figure 8-2 
respectively. In both subsystems, the heat sink and the front panel contribute more than 50 % of 
the mass. In Figure 8-2, the increase in the electronic component contribution for the extended 
payload is because of the additional 23 grams of the thermal camera.  
 
 






Mass breakdown of the low-cost sensor payload 
Electonic Components
Connectors and Wiring







Figure 8-2: Extended sensor payload mass breakdown 
As expected, the battery is responsible for the majority (89 %) of the BMS and battery subsystem’s 
total mass as seen in Figure 8-3. 
 
 
Figure 8-3: Mass breakdown of the battery and BMS 
 
The final subsystem is the communications subsystem. It makes the smallest contribution, at only 
6 % of the total mass (621 grams) of the entire system, as seen in the mass breakdown of the 
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Table 8-1: Masses of the subsystems 
Subsystem mass (g) 
Low-cost Sensor Payload 171 
Extended Sensor Payload 197 
Battery and BMS 356 
Communications Subsystem 41 
Sensor Payload Cradle 53 
Total with Low-cost payload 621 
Total Extended payload 647 
 
 Thermal test 
8.1.2:
To maintain an IP rating, the system would operate inside a sealed shell. Therefore it was important 
to verify that adequate heat sinking had been included, to ensure safe operation during normal 
operations. The test was therefore designed to verify that the system will not overheat during 
normal operations.  
8.1.2.1: Procedure 
The extended sensor payload was used, as the power requirement is greater than that of the low-
cost sensor payload. The extra power required coupled with the inefficiencies will generate the 
greatest amount of heat. As the motors for the system were not operational at the time of testing, 
and given the efficiency of the motors, it was calculated that 2 W of power would be dissipated 
when the motors were operating at 70 % power. A pair of 10 W 2.2 Ω resistors were used as a 
substitute power dissipation source. The test was executed with the LEDs at 80 % power and the 
system operational; the temperature was logged every second for an hour, using the calibrated 
temperature sensors that were added to the system as a diagnostic tool. 
8.1.2.2: Results 
The maximum temperature over the period (68  ̊C) can be seen in Figure 8-4. While this test was 
conducted at room temperature of 20  C̊ and temperatures experienced during a rescue operation 
would be in excess of this, the system remained at a safe operating temperature throughout a 






Figure 8-4: Graph showing the maximum temperature inside the Scarab during one hour of operation 
 
8.2: Battery management subsystem testing 
As the power is supplied from a Lithium-Ion battery, the ability of the BMS to maintain and prolong 
the life of the battery, will be verified. Five tests were designed to test the battery protection, gas 
gauge, charging, secondary battery protection and inrush current limiting modules. 
  Battery protection testing 8.2.1:
The system uses a Lithium-Ion battery, which is be to charged from the operator station while being 
carried by the operator. The battery protection is critical for the safe operation of the system. 
Therefore, the ability of the BMS to protect the battery, allowing for safe operation and prolonging 
the life of the battery, was verified. 
8.2.1.1: Procedure 
Prior to connecting the BMS to the battery, the feature of the battery protection system was tested 
using a power supply and four resistors in series to create the cell voltages. The power supply was 
used to adjust the voltage levels, and a variable resistor was used to adjust the current draw. The 
over temperature event was created by exposing the thermistors to a temperature greater than 
the over temperature limit (75 C̊), with the use of a heat gun.  
 The state of the two MOSFETs used to open and close the path between the battery and the 
system were monitored, to check that the necessary protection was implemented. 
8.2.1.2: Results 
 In all cases, the battery protection was successful. Table 8-2 shows state of the MOSFETs during 
the events. In the case of an under-voltage event, the discharge MOSFET is opened and the charge 
MOSFET is closed. This allows for charging of the battery, which would correct the event. This state 
of the MOSFETs is again used in the case of an over current event, when the discharge MOSFET is 
closed again after the prescribed 2 seconds. In the event of an over voltage level the primary 
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system, which will reduce the voltage. All current flow was prevented in the case of an over 
temperature event which can be seen by the fact that both MOSFETs opened.  
Table 8-2: MOSFET behaviour during battery protection events 
Event Discharge MOSFET Charge MOSFET 
Under Voltage Open Closed 
Over Voltage Closed Open 
Over Current Open Closed 
Over Temperature Open Open 
 
 Gas gauging and discharge current 
8.2.2:
The estimation of the operational time remaining is used to ensure that the operator has enough 
time to retrieve the platform. Additionally, the test was used to test the battery and the BMS’s 
capability to safely provide the required current. Due to the internal resistance of the battery, the 
flow of current from the battery causes an increase in the cell temperature. As the temperature of 
the battery should not exceed 75  ̊C during operations, the purpose of the test was to show that 
the required power can be provided without entering into an over temperature state. 
8.2.2.1: Procedure 
The gas gauging test was performed by discharging the battery through a constant load at three 
different rates, 1.5 A, 3 A and 6 A. The estimated remaining time, calculated remaining capacity, 
battery voltage, cell voltages and the temperatures were logged. The tests were performed at room 
temperature. The purpose of this test was to illustrate the subsystem’s ability to provide the 
required power and to accurately estimate the operational time remaining. The estimated time 
remaining, calculated by the BMS, was logged and compared to the actual elapsed time. 
8.2.2.2: Results 
The percentage error in the estimation can be seen in Table 8-3. The fact that the error is negative 
indicates that the BMS estimated time was less than the actual remaining time. What could be 
seen from the test results is that the error decreases throughout the discharge cycle as seen in 
Figure 8-5. 
Table 8-3: Remaining time estimation error 
Discharge 
Rate (A) 
Difference between Elapsed and Estimated 
min mean max 
1.5  0.00 % -3.20 % -10.06 % 
3.0 -0.03 % -4.19 % -10.47 % 






Figure 8-5: Remaining time estimation error over a 3 A discharge cycle 
The temperature of the battery was logged throughout the discharge cycles and plotted as seen in 
Figure 8-6. The maximum temperature logged during the 6 A discharge cycle was less than 55   ̊C, 
well within the limit of the battery and the system. 
 
Figure 8-6: Graph showing the battery temperature during discharge 
A second consideration was the ability of the battery to provide the required power. The discharge 
profile and times will be used to generate accurate predictions for future designs and to adjust the 
values of the battery protection. The total elapsed time during the discharge of the battery can be 
seen in Table 8-4. The profile of the battery can be seen in Figure 8-7 and the characteristics of the 
cell discharge provide for a 3 A discharge in Figure 8-8. It can be seen that cell 3 has a higher 
internal resistance than the remaining cells as the CCV drops rapidly towards the end of the 
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Table 8-4: Battery discharge Time 
Discharge Rate 
(A) 





Figure 8-7: Graph showing the battery voltage during discharge 
 
Figure 8-8: Comparison between the cell voltages of the battery during a 3 A discharge 
 Charging testing 
8.2.3:
The charging test was designed to illustrate the BMS’s ability to charge the battery when supplied 
with the correct 20 V power supply. Of significance is the time required to charge the system 
(which is dependent on the maximum charge rate) and, finally, the ability of the system to safely 
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8.2.3.1: Procedure  
The 20 V charging source was supplied by a power supply. The battery was then charged at three 
different rates illustrating the ability for a selectable charging rate. The temperature, battery 
voltage and elapsed time were logged during the charge cycles at a rate of 2 A, 3 A, 6 A and finally 
an 8 A charge was attempted. The termination of the charge was determined as the point at which 
the system entered into charge maintenance. 
8.2.3.2: Results 
The 8 A charge was abandoned due to multiple over temperature events, which can be seen in 
Figure 8-9. The temperature during the charge cycles, at the three remaining charge rates, 
remained within the temperature limit of 75  ̊C. With a maximum voltage of 16807 mV during the 
charging cycles (Table 8-5 ), the charging terminated within the maximum voltage rating of the 
battery. 
 
Figure 8-9: Battery temperature during the charging tests 
Table 8-5: Charging results 
Charge Current 
(A) 
Maxim Voltage (mV) 
Full Charge Capacity 
(mAh) 
Charge Time 
(hour: min: sec) 
2 16801 3071 01:47:50 
3 16807 3077 01:20:39 
6 16800 3086 00:50:51 
8 n/a n/a n/a 
 
 Fuse system  
8.2.4:
Should the primary battery protection fail, the secondary battery protection system should 
permanently disconnect the battery and the system. The recommended component to achieve this 
is a chemical fuse. However, due to costs and availability an alternative was designed. This test is, 
therefore, to verify the operation of the alternate circuit that was designed to trigger an inline fuse 






































In order to test the fuse system without placing the battery in a potentially harmful over voltage 
state, a microcontroller was used to trigger the process, after a delay. The high current draw was a 
safety concern; because of this, the battery was placed in a charging pouch during the test. The 
test was then conducted in a safe open area. For a full outline of the safety procedure followed, 
please see the risk assessment form in Appendix D: Risk Assessment. 
An oscilloscope was connected to the system to capture the response time of the fuse. Figure 8-10 
shows the oscilloscope channel connection diagram. 
Channel 4 Channel 2
Channel 3
 
Figure 8-10: Scope probe connection diagram 
8.2.4.2: Results 
The test revealed that the MOSFET (Q10) used to close the high current path failed. The path was 
closed and current began to flow for a period of 2.5 ms before the MOSFET failed in an open state. 
This can be seen in Figure 8-11. The fuse did not blow as the failed MOSFET first. The test was 
repeated three times.  
 
Figure 8-11: Oscilloscope trace from the fuse test 
 Inrush current limiter testing 
8.2.5:
To protect the system during charging of capacitive loads, an inrush current limiting circuit was 
implemented. The purpose of the test was to illustrate the operation of the circuit and to ensure the 
maximum inrush current has been limited to below the 10 A rating of the fuse. 
Voltage drop as a 
result of the current 






A oscilloscope was used to measure the voltage levels at the three points of interest shown in 
Figure 8-12. These points are the input to the system, the output and the MOSFET gate control 
signal. Additional probes were also connected across the sense resistor and the difference used to 





Figure 8-12: Diagram showing the oscilloscope probe connections during the test 
8.2.5.2: Results 
It can be seen from Figure 8-13 that the oscilloscope trace captured once the battery power is 
enabled, limits the current flow to the output. This can be noted from the controlled capacitive 
charging on the output (channel 3). Once the output reaches 97 % of the input voltage the gate of 
the P channel MOSFET is pulled low (channel 2) closing a low impedance path. While there is still an 
inrush current, it is for a reduced period of time and over 3 % of the potential difference. The 
induced inrush current is, therefore, limited to a maximum of 2.5 A which can be seen in 
Figure 8-14.  
 
Figure 8-13: Oscilloscope trace captured during the inrush current limiter testing. Channel 1 is attached to the supply 





Figure 8-14: Inrush current experienced once the low impedance path through the MOSFET is closed 
8.3: Communication testing 
The communications of a tele-operated system have a significant effect on the performance of the 
system. The following tests will quantify the performance of the communications system, 
demonstrating the ability to meet the required specifications. 
 Communication range and latency test  
8.3.1:
The communication range affects the operational range of the platform; the latency affects the 
performance of the system, as it determines the time between the generation and execution of a 
command. Therefore, the test was designed to quantify the maximum range and latency of 
communications over the range. Additionally, the test was designed gather the data on the 
characteristics (listed and defined in Table 8-6) which are used to illustrate the operation of the 
communication software. 
Table 8-6: Communication characteristics 
Characteristics Definition 
Percentage Packet Loss 
A packet is deemed to be lost if the transmitter does not 
receive a packet confirmation within 30 ms of 
transmission 
Percentage of Corrupted Packets The percentage of packets that fail a CRC checksum 
Percentage of Complete failures 
The percentage of packets that failed to be communicated 
after 10 attempts 
 
8.3.1.1: Procedure 
A Serial to RF1101SE adapter (described in Appendix B.1) was developed for use during both 
testing of the communication system and to create an interface, so that payload data could be 
logged using a LabVIEW GUI. The GUI generates a random payload packet of known length, varied 
between 2 and 10 bytes, to be sent via a Serial VCP to the RF1101SE adapter. A second adapter 
was configured to receive the data, add the data relevant to the test and then to resend the data 
back to the transmitter. The packet loss and corruption counts from the transmitter are added to 
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compared with the original to check for data corruption that the CRC check failed to detect. The 
flowchart of the LabVIEW GUI implementation can be seen in Figure 8-16. In order to negate the 
effect of the Serial VCP communication time which would not be present in the system, prior to the 
testing, a loop back was implemented to determine the average time of communication between 
the LabVIEW GUI and the adapter. This time was determined to be, on average, 9 ms and this was 
removed from the communication time.  
LabView GUI creating and 
checking of data packet
Communication over a 
range
USB  to  RF Adapter
Loop Back
 
Figure 8-15: Pictorial diagram of the communication test 
During the test, 2000 randomly generated packets were transmitted at 3 m intervals ranging over 
a distance ranging between 3 m and 54 m inside the Duncan McMillan building in UCT’s 
Department of Mechanical Engineering. As soon as the GUI received a packet, a new packet was 
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Over the specified range of 30 m, the communication latency remained stable, as can  be seen by 
the consistency of the average communication time of ± 14.8 ms. As can be seen in Table 8-7, the 
maximum latency increased and become erratic at ranges over 30 m. However, within the 
specified range, the maximum latency was 218.5 ms and with a majority of the communications 
executed within 15 ms, an average rate of communications of 66 Hz was achieved. 
Table 8-7: Communication latency over the range 
Distance (m) Max Time (ms) Median Time (ms) Average Time (ms) 
3 32.0 15.0 14.6 
6 27.0 14.5 14.6 
9 34.0 14.5 14.6 
12 32.0 14.5 14.7 
15 29.5 14.5 14.6 
18 30.0 14.5 14.6 
21 31.5 15.0 14.7 
24 29.5 14.5 14.6 
27 30.5 14.5 14.7 
30 218.5 14.5 14.8 
33 29.5 14.5 14.7 
36 107.0 14.5 14.8 
39 61.0 14.5 14.6 
42 230.5 15.0 15.0 
45 37.0 14.5 14.6 
48 31.0 15.0 14.7 
51 106.0 14.5 14.9 
54 291.5 33.5 35.7 
 
The characteristics of the communication, as they affect the latency, follow a similar trend as 
shown in Figure 8-17 and Figure 8-18, with the maximum data corruption rate at 2.5 %. No 






Figure 8-17: Graph showing the errors at communication ranges 
 
Figure 8-18: Complete communication failure 
 Data loss 8.3.2:
As the data and commands are transmitted when a parameter value changes and the 
communication software is configured to transmit the most recently prepared packet, there is a 
concern that data may be lost. The data loss will occur if the packet was not successfully 
transmitted, before the transmission interval expires and a new packet is prepared.  
8.3.2.1: Procedure 
The same communication equipment was used; however, the GUI was reconfigured to generate 
and transmit a packet at a rate of 20 Hz. The second RF1101SE adapter was reprogrammed not 
to loop back, instead it confirmed the data as per normal. The number of packet confirmations 
which the transmitting RF1101SE received were logged. The number of packets that failed to 
communicate within the 50 ms interval were calculated by comparing the number of packets 
received to the number of packet confirmations received. The test was repeated at 3 m 
increments, over a range from 3 m to 48 m.  
8.3.2.2: Results 
A summary of the test results can be seen in Table 8-8. On average, only 0.114 % of the packets 
failed to transmit within 50 ms. Therefore, data loss as a result of data being “ overwritten” is only a 
concern for data or commands with infrequent value changes. These would be temperature 









































Table 8-8: Packet losses, over the test range, when communicating at a rate of 20 Hz 
 Packet Losses  
average 0.114 % 
max 0.375 % 
min 0.000 % 
 
8.4: Sensor payload subsystem test 
To display and log the data from the sensor payload subsystem testing, a LabVIEW GUI was 
developed (Figure 8-19). The controls can be manipulated using either a mouse or an Xbox 
controller. The Serial to RF1101SE adapter used during the communication testing was used to 
receive the data from the payload, which was displayed using the GUI. A Video2Go PAL to USB 
converter was used to import the image signal from the Range Video FPV receiver. 
 
Figure 8-19: Testing GUI 
 Current requirements of the system 
8.4.1:
A battery supplies the power to the system, therefore an understanding of the exact power 
requirements of the system is required for improvements in future designs and battery capacity 
selections. 
8.4.1.1: Procedure 
As explained during the design description, system diagnostics (which include voltage and current 
monitoring) were incorporated into the design. The calibrated data from these sensors was 
communicated using the wireless communication system to a LabVIEW GUI, where the data was 
logged. The system was connected to a 14.8 V power supply and the system consumption was 
taken as the current input to the Hub PCB. The current consumption of the LEDs was taken at 




using equation 8-1 and the information gained from the current drawn on the voltage supply lines. 












The current consumptions of the two systems can be seen in Table 8-9; the calculated efficiencies 
of the voltage regulation system can be seen in Table 8-10. The significant increase in the power 
requirement of the extended payload is due to the requirements of the thermal camera and 
microcontroller. Both devices require 3.3 V which is drawn from the 3.8 V line (the thermal camera 
adapter supplies the conversion from the 3.8 V down to 3.3 V for the thermal camera). 
Table 8-9: Sensor payload current consumptions 
Component Current from the Battery   ( mA) 
 3.3 V 3.8 V 14.8 V 
Low-cost Payload 196 239 93 
Extended Payload 240 663 178 
 10 V 14.8 V 
Range Video FPV Transmitter 266 202 
LEDs 
10 % 50 % 80 % 90 % 
50 244 372 419 
 
 Table 8-10: Voltage regulation efficiencies 
Regulation Low-cost payload efficiency ( %) Extended payload efficiency ( %) 
3.8 V SMPS  79.7 94.7 
3.3 V LDO  61.1 61.1 
10 V SMPS  92.8 92.8 
 
 LED power 
8.4.2:
The LEDs provide ability to operate in low illumination conditions. The outputs of the LEDs in relation 
to the power requirements should be established. 
8.4.2.1: Procedure 
The LEDs were set to 80 % of the maximum power, an LM-8000 Lux metre was then used to 
measure the luminance at a range of distances from 1 m to 5 m. Additionally, measurements were 
taken at varied angular offsets from the centre of the face of the front panel. A second test was 
conducted to identify the relationship between the percentage brightness, current draw and 
distance from the LEDs. For this test the LM-8000 lux metre was used to measure the brightness 
of the LEDs, along a line perpendicular to the centre of the front panel. 
8.4.2.2:  Results 
The distribution of the light intensity over the area can be seen in Figure 8-20. As the LEDs are not 
centred in the face of the front panel, it can be seen that the drop off in the luminance readings is 





Figure 8-20: LED Lux measurements 
 
Figure 8-21: Graph representing the current draw against the duty cycle controlling the brightness of the LEDs 
From Figure 8-21, it can be seen that the relationship can be represented by the equations 
y=4.61x+7.40, where x represents the duty cycle of the controlling PWM wave and y represents 
the current in milliamps. The offset of 7.40 mA, represents the current required by the LED driver.  
In both Figure 8-22 and Figure 8-23, the 75 % reduction in the luminance reading between the 
range of 1 m and 2 m, is most likely due to the reduced luminance supplied by the wide beam LED 
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y = 4.61x + 7.40 
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Figure 8-22: Luminance at percentage duty cycle over the range 
 
Figure 8-23: Maximum Luminance over the range 
 Camera image quality 
8.4.3:
The camera is the primary sensor for victim identification and control. The camera sensor, the 
digital to analog converter and, finally, the communication platform used to transmit the signal, 
affect the quality of the image produced. The methods used to quantify the quality of the image 
were the Snellen chart and the EIA resolution chart as suggested by J Evans [39], in the Standards 
for Visual Acuity. Additionally, an image distortion test was performed. Finally, the image produced 
by the camera was used to identify HAZMAT warnings and hence the distance at which HAZMAT 
signs can be identified was tested. 
8.4.3.1: Procedure 
During all the test procedures, the LabVIEW test GUI developed for the testing of the sensor 
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The Snellen chart shown in Figure 8-24 was scaled onto an A4 sheet. Because of this, the distance 
that chart was placed at was reduced from 6 m to 2.8 m. This was to maintain the relationship 
between the dimensions of the letters and the viewing distance [40]. 
 
Figure 8-24: Snellen chart [39] 
EIA resolution chart 
The EIA resolution chart seen in Figure 8-25 was used to determine the limiting resolution of the 
camera image received. The chart was placed as to fill the image area and the limiting resolution 
can be read from the point where the wedges surrounding the central striped section begin to blur. 
 





The distortion test was implemented to determine whether the image generated had been 
distorted. Image distortion can occur because of manufacturing defects in the lens or the image 
processor. A 20 x 20 mm grid was placed to fill the image.  
HAZMAT warning identification 
The camera will be used to identify HAZMAT warning signs. This will allow the operator to assess 
the HAZMAT safety requirements. To test the range at which HAZMAT warning signs can be 
identified, a number of HAZMAT signs with dimensions seen in Figure 8-26 were used. The distance 





Figure 8-26: Dimensions of the HAZMAT signs used during testing [41] 
 
8.4.3.2: Results 
The images captured during the tests can be seen on the following pages. Figure 8-27 shows the 
Snellen chart in which the first row (the letter E) can be seen. However, the second row, [ F P ], can 
be distinguished but not clearly seen. This would suggest that the visual acuity of the produced 
image is 20/100. The point on the EIA resolution chart at which the lines of the wedge begin to 
blend, equates to a resolution of 240 lines, denoted by the red line seen in Figure 8-28. The aspect 
ratio of the image is distorted, as shown by the red rectangle in Figure 8-29 which should, in fact, 
be a square if there was no distortion of the image. The image, however, has no fish bowl effect as 







Figure 8-27: Snellen chart captured at 2.8 m 
 
Figure 8-28: Frame captured during the EIA resolution test 
 
 




The three HAZMAT warnings that were selected were poison, radiation and biohazard, going 
clockwise from the top left hand corner as seen in Figure 8-30. These were identifiable at 2 m. By 
the 3 m mark, the signs were identifiable as HAZMAT warnings, however the percise warnings 
were no longer identifieable – as seen in Figure 8-31.  
 
Figure 8-30: HAZMAT charts at 2 m 
 
 
Figure 8-31: HAZMAT charts at 3 m 
 LED and camera 
8.4.4:
In the majority of cases where a USAR platform is performing a void inspection, the operation will 
be conducted under low or zero light conditions. LEDs were added to the system to provide an 
illumination source to enable operations in such conditions. The purpose of this test is, therefore, to 
show that the LEDs provide adequate illumination for inspection. 
8.4.4.1: Procedure 
The Snellen chart test was used to show that the quality of the image from the camera does not 
deteriorate. A LM-8000 lux metre was used to verify the lack of additional illuminations sources. 
The images were captured using the LabVIEW GUI. 
8.4.4.2:  Results 
For this test the LED brightness was set to 40 %. In Figure 8-32, the E row can be seen, the [ F P ] 




was then increased (to 80 %) to identify items in the distance. This ability can be seen by the fact 
that a fire extinguisher sign can be seen clearly at 6 m in Figure 8-33. 
 
 
Figure 8-32: Snellen chart at 2.8 m 
 
Figure 8-33: Fire extinguisher at 6 m 
 Orientation detection 
8.4.5:
The system has a symmetrical design and thus incorporates an orientation detection system. This 
enables the camera image and motor commands to be manipulated so as not to disorientate the 
operator. As the motors are not functional, the manipulation of the motor commands was not 
tested. The flipping and mirroring of the camera image was, however, verified. 
8.4.5.1: Procedure 
The test procedure was as follows: firstly the Scarab was rotated (by 180˚) about the X-axis (seen 
in Figure 8-34 ), this was to test the image flipping. Secondly, the Scarab was rotated about the 
combination of rotations seen in Table 8-11. Each combination was repeated ten times. Finally, as 






Figure 8-34: Figure showing the reference orientation of the Scarab used during testing 
8.4.5.2: Results 
The results from the orientation detection testing can be seen in Table 8-11. It can be noted that 
the rotations about the X-axis are more successful than those about the Y-axis. The extended 
sensor payload was far more successful in detecting the rotations about the Y-axis. 
Table 8-11: Results of the orientation detection testing 
Combination of Rotations 
about the axes 
Desired Image 
Manipulation 




180˚ X Flip 100 % 100 % 
180˚ y Mirror Flip 80 %  100 % 
90˚ X, 180˚ Y, -90˚ X Mirror Flip 80 % 100 % 
90˚ X, 360˚ Y -90˚ X No manipulation 100 % 100 % 
90˚ Y, 180˚ X, -90˚ Y No manipulation 100 % 100 % 
Drop No manipulation 90 % 100 % 
 Interchangeability 
8.4.6:
While mechanically the sensor payloads are interchangeable, the time required to change the 
sensor payload will determine whether it is practically viable. 
8.4.6.1: Procedure 
As only a single payload front panel was built, it is not possible to time the changing of the payloads. 
In order to represent the time it would take to change the payload, a calculation was made by timing 
the following actions: remove the four mounting screws; remove the sensor payload; place it on a 
table; replace the payload and the screws.  
8.4.6.2: Results 
The results below (Table 8-12) show that it takes an average of 49 seconds to replace the payload 




Table 8-12: Time taken to change the payload 




 Variable packet structure 
8.4.7:
The reasoning for including a variable packet structure was explained during the design section. The 
test was needed to prove that the reasoning was in fact valid and the variable packet structure was 
not adding an unnecessary layer of complexity that should be removed in future designs.  
8.4.7.1: Procedure 
During the testing, the number of data payload bytes received by the test GUI (Figure 8-19), was 
logged. 
8.4.7.2: Results 
The maximum possible number of bytes in a single packet is 44, which was received in the first 
packet. After the first packet, the majority (85 %) of the packets received were in the range of 20 
to 29 bytes long, as can be seen in Figure 8-35, with a standard deviation of 4 bytes (Table 8-13). 
 
Figure 8-35: Histogram showing the distribution of the number of bytes in the received payload 
Table 8-13: Summary of the number of bytes in the data payload 
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Chapter 9 : 
In this chapter, conclusions based on the results of the testing and observations made during 
implementation and assembly of the system will be drawn. Recommendations for future work based 
on these conclusions will be discussed in the next chapter. 
9.1: Mechanical design of the system 
 System mass 
9.1.1:
Figure 9-1shows a breakdown of the subsystem masses. While the design failed to meet the 
required system mass specification — by 21 grams in the case of the low-cost sensor payload and 
47 grams for the extended payload — the system only contributes to 26 % of the total mass of the 
robotic platform. There is potential for mass saving through further removal of unnecessary 
material on the front panel and heat sink; however, this would increase the machining costs. The 
implementation of mass saving techniques should be applied to the shell and motors or wheels and 
tail first, as there is a greater potential for reduction in those areas.   
 
Figure 9-1: Pie chart showing the mass breakdown of the robotic platform 
 Sensor payload and cradle design 
9.1.2:
The sensor payload was interchangeable in a short period of time. This was demonstrated by an 
experienced operator who was able to repeatedly change the payload within one minute using a 
single tool — 3 mm Allen Key. There was, however, some noticeable clearance between the cradle 
and the frame of the payload which at times caused a misalignment of the board edge connector. 
As a board edge connector was selected, the misalignment would not damage the connector. The 
clearance, however, reduces the support from the cradle on the payload, which could potentially 
lead to failure on more extreme impacts. Additionally, the dimensions of the area specified for the 
payload restricts the sensor selection. 
9.2: Sensor payload design 
The design of the payload met the specification in terms of functionality; however, the cost and 
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 Current requirements and voltage regulation system 
9.2.1:
As the composition of both sensor payloads is similar, so are the power requirements. The major 
difference in the current requirement is on the 3.8 V line where an additional watt is required by the 
FLIR quark thermal camera.  
Testing showed the designed voltage regulation system was able to provide the required power, 
without overheating. The results did, however, show that there was a dramatic increase (79.7 % to 
94.7 %) in the efficiency of the 3.8 V regulator between the low-cost and extended payload. This is a 
result of the increased current drawn by the system. This suggests that the regulator is overrated 
for the requirements of the low-cost sensor payload and that the theory of designing a single 
regulation system for all payloads, to reduce manufacturing cost, should be revised. 
 Camera image and LED illumination 
9.2.2:
The camera image produced is acceptable for inspection. Testing showed that the visual acuity is 
equivalent to 20/100, which can be used for inspection as demonstrated by the fact that a 
HAZMAT warning sign of 100 x 100 mm could be identified at 2 m. The fact that at 3 m the 
HAZMAT signs were identifiable, but the warning could not be identified, suggests that a zoom 
functionality may be required. The fact that the visual acuity remained at 20/100 during low light 
operations proves that the combination of a wide lens and a spot lens on the LEDs provided 
adequate illumination, at both short and long range with objects being identified at 6 m. The 
resolution was shown to be the equivalent of 240 lines which equal to that of the LCD screen on the 
operator controller used by the operator to control the platform. 
As the motors failed during the testing of the mechanical platform, the effects of the camera’s 
narrow FOV on the usability of the platform could not be tested. 
 Orientation detection 9.2.3:
From the test results it can be seen that the rotations about the X-axis were more successfully 
detected than those about the Y-axis. The rotation about the X-axis leads to a changing of the 
direction of gravity relative to the Z-axis. This provides an absolute reference point and is, therefore, 
detected on every rotation. The rotation that requires a mirror and a flip (about the Y-axis) rely on 
the system’s ability to detect a rotation about an axis and is, therefore, always relative to the 
starting orientation. Once a rotation was not detected, the error went uncorrected until a second 
rotation was missed or the system was reset. The increase in success in the extended payload is 
due to the inclusion of a gyroscope. 
 Variable packet structure 
9.2.4:
Recording the number of bytes in the packet received by the testing LabVIEW GUI showed that, on 
average, the packet included 23 bytes. This is equivalent to just over half the potential number of 
bytes which proves the requirement for the packet structure. Data communication from the 
platform will, on average, occur in half the time, when compared to a communication system which 




9.3: Communications design 
 Data communications 
9.3.1:
The communication system exceeds the required specifications. An indoor range of 45 m was 
reached before a complete packet loss was experienced. During the range test a worst case 
latency of 218.5 ms was experienced within the specified range, however, on average, the 
communications were executed within 15 ms. This was well within the required 50 ms required for 
a communication rate of 20 Hz. Potential for data loss is a concern, as the variable packet 
structure used by the sensor payload meant that data not communicated within the 50 ms period 
would be lost. However, over the communication range, an average of only 0.114 % of the 
communications failed to execute within 50 ms and, therefore, would only be a problem for data 
with infrequent data changes.  
 Video communication 
9.3.2:
The transmitter and receiver pair was preselected for the system. The transmitter was 
successfully integrated into the system, however the operational temperature of the transmitter 
contributed significantly to a rise in the operational temperature of the system. The received image 
was adequate for inspection; however, significant noise was experienced in the image when the 
system was not at rest. A method of post processing the image should be investigated. 
9.4: Battery and BMS design  
 Battery protection 
9.4.1:
The primary battery protection successfully protected the battery as shown by the manner in which 
the MOSFETs open the circuit between the battery and the system, when a harmful state is 
entered. While the point at which the secondary battery protection triggers is correct, the system 
designed to create a permanent open circuit between the system and the battery failed. This was 
due to the MOSFET failing in an open state. Reconsideration is required on the selection of this 
MOSFET that, when closed, creates a high current path between the battery terminals, which 
triggers a fuse. The fuse blowing test should be repeated. 
 Gas gauging 
9.4.2:
Gas gauging was successfully achieved through the use of a dedicated IC that implements TI’s  
ImpedanceTrack™ algorithm. There is an error in the estimation, however. The error was an 
underestimation of the time remaining, which decreased throughout the discharge of the battery. 
As the estimated operational time remaining would expire before the capacity of the battery is 
spent, the operator should be able to retrieve the system. 
 Battery charging 
9.4.3:
The battery charging was implemented with a BQ24753A IC from TI. Charging is achieved safely at 
selectable rates of up to 6 A. An 8 A charge rate was attempted, but would require active cooling 
which is not practical in this system. Therefore, a charge time of 51 minutes is achievable, equal to 
± 25 % of the standby operational time requirement of the system. 
 Battery capacity selection 
9.4.4:
The motors were damaged during the testing of the platform and therefore testing of the system 




requirements of the sensor payload and communication system, the standby operational time of 
5 hours was achieved, but confirmation through further testing is required. 
9.5: System cost 
The cost of the entire system was US$ 162.42, which is US$ 12.42 greater than the desired value 
specified. The battery and video transmitter account for US$ 77.63 of the total cost. This could be 
reduced if the standby requirements of the system are revised enabling a lower capacity and 




 Recommendations  
Chapter 10 : 
Recommendations based on the conclusions drawn in the previous chapter and observations made 
during the implementation of the design and assembly of the system will now be made. As this 
system formed part of the first functional prototype, there are recommendations which extend 
beyond the scope of this system to the electronic subsystem breakdown of the platform. 
10.1: Sensor payload 
 Camera 
10.1.1:
The currently implemented camera has two main areas of concern: the FOV and the resolution. The 
resolution may be improved through the modification of the clock source and method of digitally 
communicating the image between the camera and the PAL encoder. Dummy pixels and rows were 
introduced into the image to correct a synchronization error. A RGB565 digital signal should be 
clocked from a 24 MHz source rather than from a 27 MHz clock source which was currently used. 
Alternatively, a camera with a higher resolution could replace the current camera, although this 
would inevitably increase the cost of an already over-budget payload.  
The FOV may be corrected with stereoscopic vision, although this solution would lead to an 
increased cost and therefore could only be considered for the extended sensor payload. The 
dimensional constraints may still prove to be a limiting factor. 
 Orientation detection 
10.1.2:
The orientation detection functioned as expected; however, it did, on occasion, not detect a rotation 
about the Y-axis and therefore the image was not mirrored. Alternatively, a command could be 
generated by the operator to mirror the image, as the motor commands would be reversed, 
indicating that the image was mirrored.  
The cost of the sensors could be reduced, as the exact orientation is not required. A single axis 
gyroscope could be used to detect the rotation about Y-axis (as seen in Figure 5-20) and a mercury 
switch used to detect rotation about the X-axis.  
 Data packets 
10.1.3:
Currently sensor data is communicated when the data is updated with a new value. There is a 
0.114 % possibility that the data fails to communicate with the 50 ms period before another 
packet is prepared. A possible solution is to configure data to be transmitted, if it was not 
transmitted within a set period. Alternatively, rather that transmitting all the data from the payload, 
the operator could select the data, which is then transmitted at 20 Hz. 
 Data communications 
10.1.4:
DMA 
Both the STM32F0xx and STM32F4xx microcontrollers contain a DMA module. This DMA module 
can be configured to load the data from the memory to the communication peripheral. 
Implementing the SPI and I2C packet communications through the DMA would improve the 






Internal pull-up resistors 
The system was designed with the intention of being able to power the communication and the 
microcontroller from the 3.3 V regulated source from the BMS when complete system functionality 
was not required — for example during charging. However, the SPI SCLK, MISO and MOSI 
communication lines for communication with the RF1101SE are shared with the motor driver on 
the low-cost sensor payload. These lines are internally connected through a resistor to Vcc in the on-
board microcontroller. These hold the communications line low when the voltage regulation system 
is not in operation. Therefore, the microcontroller should be placed on a separate SPI channel or, 
alternatively, there could be a reconfiguration of the microcontrollers, as will be suggested later. 
 Mechanical configuration 
10.1.5:
As discussed, the dimensional constraints are a limiting factor for future sensor selection. The 
effect of the dimensions could be limited by removing the voltage regulation from the payload and 
reducing the standoff height between the PCBs in the PCB stack. The current standoff height is 
8 mm. With the current components this could be reduced to 5 mm without affecting the design. 
The voltage regulation PCB is currently located in the PCB stack. However, it should be moved if a 
decision was made in favour of a single voltage regulation system. The PCB could be moved into the 
free space around the payload as demarcated in Figure 10-1. The lower zone is occupied by the 
data communication, but the upper zone is currently unused. This move would require an additional 
heat sink to be placed in the shell. 
 





The data communication system was successfully implemented; however, the communications are 
currently limited to a single preselected channel and power. A channel selection command could be 
generated, in which case EEPROM should be added to the system to store the selected channel in 
the event of a brownout or watchdog time-out. Both of these events would return the 
communication back to the original preselected channels and the communications would fail. The 
EEPROM could also be used to store the remaining setup values, reducing the flash overhead on 
the microcontroller.  
The future development of the communication would require the CC110L IC to be moved off the 
breakout board and onto one of system PCBs. At this point it is suggested that a method of 
measuring the received signal strength be included. Currently, the power output is fixed, however, 
when the devices are in close proximity to each other the receiver becomes “swamped”, causing a 
communication failure. Enabling the power to be measured will allow the output power to be 
adjusted, reducing the current draw through lowering the output power. This will prevent 
“swamping” and improve the efficiency of the system.  
10.3: Battery management system 
 Battery selection and support 
10.3.1:The cost of the entire system is over budget. If the specification of the standby time were to be 
removed, a cheaper battery with a smaller capacity could be selected. Additionally, changing the 
profile of the battery to four cylindrical cells, would allow volume occupied by the battery to be 
reduced and potentially reduce the cost of the battery. 
 ESD 10.3.2:
During the assembly of the system, there were a number of instances where the dual N-channel 
MOSFET used by the charging circuit failed, potentially due to ESD. On occasion the battery charger 
IC failed as well. While there is ESD protection on the charge adapter port there is no ESD 
protection on the discharge or the signal ports. Under normal operations, the system would be 
assembled in a low ESD environment obviating the problem. However, removing the sensor payload 
exposes the board edge connector and therefore the potential for failure due to ESD should be 
investigated. 
 System Present pin 
10.3.3:
The System Present pin is used to indicate the presence of a system. Pulling the pin low closes the 
circuit between the system and the battery. Currently, it also enables the power to the 
microcontroller and the data communications. However, there are a number of battery protection 
events that require the System Present pin to be cycled to clear the error. This disables the 
microcontroller. The connection should be reconsidered such that the microcontroller can be used 
to cycle the pin without loss of power. Therefore, the On button should be used to wake-up the 
microcontroller rather than hold the System Present pin low. 
 BMS shutdown 
10.3.4:
During storage, the gas gauge should be shut down. The BQ20z45-r1 does have a shutdown 
command; however, it is yet to be activated. When this is done, applying power to the charge 




10.4: Subsystem assembly 
The system has been designed to be small and compact; this, however, increases the complexity 
and the assembly time. Currently, the subsystems are assembled and then placed into the shell and 
into the system. There are a number of wired connections, which, due to their location, are tedious 
to connect.  
There are two possible recommendations. The first would be to replace the wired connections with 
board-to-board connectors where possible. Alternatively, a frame could be designed which 
supported all the internal components. The system could then be assembled outside the shell, 
where it could be accessed from all sides, easing the assembly and improving the ability to debug 
the system.   
10.5: Subsystem breakdown 
The subsystems were initially broken down according to projects rather than the functionality of the  
system. For this reason, coupled with requirement to keep costs down, the software and some of 
the hardware for the operation of the platform is located inside the sensor payload. The result is 
that the robotic platform is rendered inoperable upon removal of the sensor payload. While this is a 
flaw, it was done to prevent the need for a third microcontroller on board the platform, while 
maintaining project separation. This is because the motor drive board, which is separate to this 
project, required a microcontroller. A solution would be to have a single microcontroller that is 
responsible for the following; 
 Motor control 
 Data communications 
 Communications with BMS 
 System power management 
 Platform processing 
This would increase the cost of a single platform but decrease the payload cost, while increasing 
the volume of the payload bay, which would allow increased potential for sensor integration. It is 
recommended that the STM32F030 used for the low-cost sensor payload be used. This would 
require a complete reconfiguration of the platform.  
10.6: Summary 
The system design has been successfully implemented; however, there are a number of areas in 
which improvements can be made. The main improvement would be to reconfigure the electrical 
subsystems to enable platform operation without a payload. The system was over-budget, and many 
of the improvements suggested would further increase the cost of the system. Therefore, either 
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Temperature Sensor Calibration A-1 
 Temperature Sensor Calibration 
Appendix A: 
In order to achieve acceptably accurate temperature readings, both the ADC and the temperature 
sensor should be calibrated against known readings. This appendix describes the process that was 
used to calibrate and verify the temperature readings.  
The process involved heating the entire sensor payload, in an oven, to a known temperature, and 
then logging the temperature as it decreased towards room temperature. In order to execute the 
test without the heatsinks which are integral to the structure of the payload, a test rig was 
constructed Figure A-1. The rig contained a thermocouple to be used as a reference temperature 
and an I2C to Serial Bridge, which allows the temperatures to be transmitted to a LabVIEW GUI to 




 Figure A-1: The temperature calibration rig 
Once the data had been logged, the method of least squares was used to determine the trend line 
of the data in order to establish the gain and the offset which should be applied to the ADC 
readings. As the ideal would be a 1:1 ratio between the actual and calculated temperature, the 
trend line can be used to determine the gain and offset to be applied to each temperature reading.  
The gain and offset were then applied and the test was repeated in order to verify the calibration. 
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 Test Equipment 
Appendix B: 
B.1 :  USB to SPI / I2C bridge 
A USB to SPI/ I2C bridge was developed to enable data to be communicated to a LabVIEW GUI for 
development purposes. The bridge enables the data received from the RF1101SE transceiver to be 
displayed via the LabVIEW GUI during testing.   
A CP2102 USB to Serial Bridge was used as the interface between the computer and the 
microcontroller on board the PCB. The MSP430G2553 was selected, as the MISO and MOSI pins 
used for the SPI communications can be configured as the SDA and SCL pins for I2C. This enables 
the same PCB layout to be used for both communication methods. A number of LEDs were added 
to the PCB to indicate power and communication. To enable the pull-up resistors for I2C 
communication, a pair of MOSFETs are used to close the path between the pull up resistors and the 
communication lines. The MOSFETs are controlled programmatically from the microcontroller. The 
layout and pinout of the PCB can be seen in Figure B-1. 
Due to code size limitations, the microcontroller is reprogrammed for either SPI or I2C or 
RF1101SE communications. To ensure valid Serial communications the same packet stretching 












































































B.2 :  Power sensor development PCB 
In order to log the power requirements of a number of modules throughout the development 
process, a break-out board was developed for the INA220 Power Monitor.  
The IC determines the current by measuring the voltage drop across a sense resistor in series with 
the power supply. The sense resistor was configured for high side current sensing. The 
specification of the device can be seen in Table B-1.  
 Table B-1: Power sensor PCB specifications 
Property Value Unit 
IC INA220A  
Sense Resistor 10 mΩ 
Maximum Voltage 32 V 
Maximum Current 10 A 
Current Resolution 1 mA 
Voltage Resolution 4 mV 
 
The system was designed using a 10 mΩ, 1W, resistor therefore limiting the current to 10 A. The 
connector pin allocations and descriptions can be seen in Figure B-2 and Table B-2 respectively. To 
allow for the use of different values of sense resistors, the INA220 has a calibration value that was 





















































Table B-2: Description of the INA220 break-out PCB connection pin allocations 
Sensor Connection 




V+I Input 32 V 
Input from power source 
V+O Output Output connected to load  
Data Connections 
VS IC supply 
6 V 
Supply for the INA220 
SDA I/O I2C data line 
SCL I/O I2C clock line 
GND IC supply 
0.8 V 




Ground reference for the supply voltage 
reading 
 
The advantage of using an I2C device with selectable address is the fact that the address can be 
changed, to avoid duplicating slave addresses in the system. The selection of the slave address is 
achieved through the connection of A1 and A0 to GND, Vs+, SDA or SCL via an array of solder 
bridges seen in Figure B-2. The slave address resulting from the selected combination can be seen 
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 Table B-3: Possible INA220 slave addresses [42] 
A1 A0 Slave Address 
GND GND 0x80 
GND Vs+ 0x82 
GND SDA 0x84 
GND SCL 0x86 
VS+ GND 0x88 
VS+ VS+ 0x8A 
VS+ SDA 0x8C 
VS+ SCL 0x8E 
SDA GND 0x90 
SDA VS+ 0x92 
SDA SDA 0x94 
SDA SCL 0x96 
SCL GND 0x98 
SCL VS+ 0x9A 
SCL SDA 0x9C 
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 Schematics 
Appendix E: 
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